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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the exploration of device concepts based on tapered 

optical fibers. The work is divided into two parts. The first part includes studies of 

devices made by the application of planar processing techniques to the curved surface 

of micron-scale fiber tapers. The second part theoretically investigates the internal 

excitation and superfocusing of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) on a silver-coated 

fiber tip.

In the first part, we describe the fabrication and characterisations of Au Bragg 

gratings, reactive-ion-etched groove gratings, HF-etched long period gratings, and 

focused-ion-beam milled micro-cavity structures on micron-scale fiber tapers. These 

devices have applications in, for example, refractometric sensing, optical filtering, 

wideband filters, and band-pass filters. Our work paves the way to expand the 

functionality of optical fiber tapers.

In the second part, we describe theoretical investigations of surface plasmon 

polariton (SPP) internal excitation and superfocusing on an apertureless silver-coated 

fiber tip. This process is relevant to the development of improved scanning near-field 

optical microscopes. Based on an analytical model and numerical simulations, the 

mode conversion and the energy transfer from fiber waveguide modes to the SPP at 

the silver apex are studied. M ode projection, mode coupling, metal dissipation, and 

radiation coupling in this process are qualitatively investigated. Our study provides a 

comprehensive understanding of SPP excitation and indicates how an efficient power 

transfer to a region far below the diffraction limit can be achieved.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the visible and near infrared, far from electronic resonances in the 

ultraviolet (< 0.5 |im ) and vibrational resonances in the mid-infrared (> 2 pm), fused 

silica exhibits excellent optical transparency. The lowest transmission loss occurs in 

the regions close to 1.31 and 1.55 pm, the windows used for telecommunications. An 

optical fiber, the backbone of the information highway, is made from fused silica and 

conventionally consists of a pure silica cladding and a small core, whose refractive 

index is slightly increased by germanium doping.

After germanium doping, silica displays another important characteristic: 

photosensitivity [Hill 78]. UV light irradiation (200-260 nm) causes a permanent 

change of the refractive index in the near infrared. Exploiting this characteristic, the 

optical properties of a Ge-core fiber can be manipulated by producing a refractive 

index modulation along the fiber [Meltz 89], and this refractive index modulation 

occurs in the Ge-core, where most of the field of the guided mode is distributed.

However, this UV irradiation technique has limitation of a relatively small 

index contrast. Even with the assistance of the techniques such as hydrogen loading 

[Lemaire 93], flame brushing [Bilodeau 93], and high-energy laser damage 

[Archambault 93], the index contrast is less than 0.01. The Ge-doped core is buried 

inside the pure silica cladding, hence many other micro-fabrication methods, which 

might result in enhanced functionality, are prohibited.

Although a technology based on fiber side polishing has been used to produce 

gratings directly in the core region [Russell 85], such devices require careful 

polarization and mode managements. In the work of this thesis, we instead adopt a 

fiber tapering technique to gain access to an open waveguide. This technique can 

produce a perfect transition from the buried waveguide of an un-tapered fiber to the 

open waveguide of a taper waist with low excess loss [Love 86] and conservation of
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cylindrical symmetry. W hen the taper diameter is reduced to the micron scale, the 

field of the guided mode spreads out across the boundary of the taper. Structures 

formed on taper surfaces or inside have significant overlap with the guided modes. 

Therefore, if  the rich family of planar process techniques can be applied to a micron- 

scale fiber taper, we will benefit from the versatility and a much higher index contrast. 

To our knowledges, only a few efforts have been made in this direction. For example, 

Hodzic et al have demonstrated third-order Bragg gratings (the period is three time of 

that of usual first-order Bragg grating) on fiber tapers using focused-ion-beam milling 

and implantation [Hodzic 04].

The chapters 2 and 3 o f this thesis respectively present the theoretical and 

fabrication backgrounds used in our works. Then, we demonstrate our attempts to 

transfer planar process techniques onto the curved surfaces of micron-scale fiber 

tapers and to identify possible device applications. In chapter 4, two kinds of surface 

Bragg grating fiber tapers are described. The first one consists of deposited periodic 

gold strips. A large index contrast is created, and strong mode coupling is observed. 

The second one contains periodic shallowly etched grooves and only shows grating 

features in the reflection spectra. Applications of these two devices to refractometric 

sensing and optical fiber filtering, respectively, are discussed. In chapter 5, another 

two longitudinally structured fiber tapers are presented. One is made using contact 

optical lithography and HF etching, and the other by focused-ion-beam milling. Their 

respective applications as a long period grating, which is a wideband filter, and a 

micro-cavity waveguide, which is a band-pass filter, are given out.

In chapter 6, our investigations o f tapered optical fibers are extended from 

index-guiding structures to metal/dielectric surface-guiding structures. These surface- 

guiding modes are known as surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), and our studies are 

related to the relatively new field of plasmonics.

At the beginning of this century, three factors triggered a growth o f the field of 

plasmonics [Barnes 03]: the development of nanofabrication techniques, the 

appearance of near field optical characterisation techniques, and the rapid advance in 

electromagnetic modelling. Localized surface plasmons [Wokaun 82, Jackson 99, 

Lamprecht 00, Krenn 00, M aier 02, Hirsch 03, Prodan 03] and surface plasmon 

polaritons [Bumstein 74, Sarid 81, Prade 91, Al-Bader 93] have found many 

applications in sensing [Kneipp 02, M ock 03, M cFarland 03, Raschke 03],
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waveguiding [Maier 01, Bozhevolnyi 01, Ditlbacher 02, M aier 05, Yin 05], and 

optical microscopy [Reddick 89, Zenhausern 94, Ashino 98, Adam 98].

Different with the mode propagation constant in an index-guiding structure, 

which has an upper lim it determined by the guiding dielectric medium, the 

propagation constant of a SPP can be greatly enhanced. This enhancement is known 

as SPP superfocusing [Stockman 04] and has a very important consequence that the 

mode field can be highly concentrated in space, so that the SPP can access near-field 

information with high spatial resolution [Bouhelier 03, Stockman 04, Janunts 05].

In chapter 6, theoretical studies of this superfocusing process in a silver-coated 

fiber tip are carried out with potential applications in scanning near-field optical 

microscopy. Our analytical model and numerical simulations lead to a comprehensive 

understanding of how SPP modes can be efficiently excited from fiber waveguide 

modes and of how this mode conversion is influenced by structure parameters.

In the appendix, one cooperative work completed in my PhD term is presented.
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Chapter 2

Background on Electromagnetic Theory

2.1 Introduction

As an electromagnetic wave, light obeys M axw ell’s equations, which involve 

the four macroscopic field variables, E , H, D, and B. This chapter briefly reviews the 

electromagnetic theory of light propagation; analytical and numerical treatment 

methods are introduced. In the analytical treatments, the weak amplitude assumption 

is used, so that the electric displacement D and the magnetic induction B are linear 

proportional to the applied fields E  and H, and the electromagnetic problem is linear.

The first two sections review light propagation in uniform and non-uniform 

cylindrical waveguides. The third section describes modal coupling in periodic optical 

structures. The last two sections briefly introduce two numerical methods of solving 

M axwell’s equations. All the methods presented in this chapter will be used in later 

chapters, and this chapter constitutes a theoretical background for the whole thesis.

2.2 Theory of a uniform cylindrical waveguide

Before describing the full mathematical formalism, it is useful to provide an 

intuitive physical picture for the optical waveguide problem.

2.2.1 Synopsis
The existence of an optical waveguide alters the properties of the electro

magnetic fields in neighbourhood. In a homogeneous medium, eigen-modes are plane 

waves in direction of full solid angle; whereas in a space including an optical wave

guide, the eigen-mode can be a guided wave.
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The analogy between M axwell’s equations and Schrodinger equation implies 

that dielectric media can be regarded as optical “potential wells” where photons tend 

to be localised [Russell 95].

[ - ^ - V , 2 + ( /0' ( r ) ] E - ^ V [ { V l n f ( r ) ) E ]  = - ^ E  (2.1)
2 m0 2m0 2m0

Here, given a fixed angular frequency co, a uniform waveguide with arbitrary 

cross section (Fig. 2.1) is considered; the waveguide axis is set to be z direction; p  is 

the propagation constant along the axis; V, denotes the transverse spatial differential 

operator; £(r) is the spatial distribution function of permittivity. Analogy to the terms 

in Schrodinger equation, - f i 2pi1 /2m 0 is the “energy” of the eigen mode; the “optical 

mass”, mo, and the “potential energy”, Uq\  are defined as follows:

m0 = f ico/lc2 (2.2a)

U Q'(r) = -hcoe{r) (2.2b)

Sui rounding medium

Fig. 2.1. Schematic of a uniform optical waveguide with an arbitrary cross section.

Based on Eqns. (2.1) and (2.2), the language used in quantum mechanics is 

then be lent to describe the optical waveguide problem. By introducing a waveguide, 

i.e. an optical “potential well”, the continuous “energy band” of the eigen modes in a 

homogeneous medium, which corresponds to the continuous radiation angle of the 

plane wave, splits out several discrete “energy levels”, which correspond to the 

guided modes. Fig. 2.2 schematically shows this picture.
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radiation 
I* modes **!

guided
modes

vacuum uniform waveguide

Fig. 2.2. Schematic of the “energy levels”.

Mathematically, the optical waveguide problem can also be regarded as a 

resonant eigen-function problem [Snyder 83]. All the eigen-modes obtained in the 

waveguide structure are divided into guided modes and radiation modes depending on 

their transverse field confinement characteristics.

Amongst all the uniform waveguides, the cylindrical waveguide (Fig. 2.3) is 

of most importance, since the widely used optical fibers have such geometry. 

Fortunately, the precise analytical solution to these uniform cylindrical waveguides 

exists, and this thesis mainly considers such waveguides.

2.2.2 Maxwell’s equations
Maxwell’s equations (in SI units) can be expressed as,

Fig. 2.3. Schematic of a uniform cylindrical waveguide.

V x E  = - d B / d t

V x H = dD/dt + J

V D = p

V • B = 0 (Gauss's law for magnetism)

(Faraday's law)

(Ampere's law) ^ ^ 

(Gauss's law)

6
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where E, H, D, and B are electric and magnetic fields, electric displacement, and 

magnetic induction respectively. The charge density, p,  and the current density, J , are 

the sources of the fields. The linear optical response of an isotropic medium can be 

expressed in terms of the scalar electric permittivity, e, and magnetic permeability, p.

|D  = £E
\ (2.4)
[b  = p n

Not introducing any new physics, M axw ell’s equations can also be expressed 

in terms of vector and scalar potentials (A and 0) [Ishimaru 91], whose definitions are 

as follows:

JB  = V x  A

|E  = - 3 A /3 ? - V 0  (2 '5)

From Eqn. (2.5), G auss’s law and A m pere’s law of M axwell’s equations are 

written as [Ishimaru 91],

d 0  n 2 j  P- p e —f  + V 20 = - ^ -
3 r (2-6)

A d AV 2A - p e — r  = - p j  
dt

where the Lorentz gauge is used:

V • A +  p e  • d 0 /d t  =  0 (2.7)

Using the vector and scalar potentials (A and 0), M axw ell’s equations (2.6) 

and (2.7) are solved in each homogeneous dielectric region, and then all solutions are

related to each other by using Eqn. (2.5) and the boundary continuity conditions:

fE, = E „  fD, — D 9 = QI ii 2, I i» v  (2.8)
K = B 2. \ n x ( H „ - H 2,) = K

Here, the subscripts 1 and 2 denote two adjacent media, and t and n represent 

transverse and normal directions of the boundary. Q  and K  are the surface charge and 

current densities respectively.

2.2.3 Hertz vector method
To the wave propagation problem in a uniform cylindrical waveguide, the 

Hertz vector method provides a much simpler solution. Using the Hertz vector 

method, the above-mentioned vector and scalar potentials (A and $) and the Lorentz 

gauge (Eqn. 2.7) can be com bined into one equation.

Firstly, an electric Hertz vector k  is defined as follows [Ishimaru 91]:
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fA = ju e d n /d t
\ (2.9)
[0 = -V-7T

By introducing an “electric polarization vector” P  defined by J  = 3P/3r and 

p  -  -V  • P , M axwell’s equations are transformed to,

V 27 t - j u e - d 2n /d t2 = - V/e  (2.10)

The electromagnetic fields are related to n  and P  by,

IE = - p e  • d 2n /d t2 + V(V • n) = V x  (V x  n) -  V /e  (2 11)
| h  = £V x dn/dt

In Eqn. (2.11), magnetic sources are ignored. Making use of the electric- 

magnetic Duality Principle and introducing the imaginary magnetic charge density p m 

and the magnetic current density J m into Eqns. (2.3), the magnetic Hertz vector 71'm can 

also be defined. The complete expressions for M axwell’s equations and the 

electromagnetic fields are,

[ V 2n - p e  -d2n /d t2 = - P / e
L 2 J  / .  2 (2-12>( V 2n m- j u e - d  n m/ d t  = 0

( E  =  V x ( V x n - /u 3 n m/ 3 / ) - P / £

[H  = V x ('V x  n m) + £V x dn/dt

Similar to the vector and scalar potential method, the Hertz vector method also 

needs to define different n  and iim in different homogeneous dielectric region and then 

relates them using the boundary continuity conditions of Eqn. (2.8).

2.2.4 HE/EH hybrid modes
In a source-free uniform cylindrical waveguide, the different characteristics of 

the TM, TE and HE/EH hybrid modes can be easily categorized by the following 

conditions:

n = x z(r)a! 

71 = 0

n = 7r (r)a2

7tm = 0 (for TM  modes)

nm =  ^ ( r )az (for TE modes) (2.14)
nm = 71 ( r)a . (for HE/EH modes)

where az is the unit vector along the axis. The TM and TE modes have only azimuthal 

magnetic and electric fields respectively, while the HE/EH hybrid modes have both.
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4

Fig. 2.4. A cylindrical coordinate with the notation of (r, 0, z).

In the cylindrical coordinate system shown in Fig. 2.4, substituting Eqn. (2.14) 

into Eqns. (2.12) and (2.13) gives the Hertz vector equations of HE/EH hybrid modes 

as follows:

r i i  32
d r2 rdr r 2d 0 2

]7C. -  k c n . = 0

32 + —  + ̂ ~ r f r zm- k C2Xzm= 0
(2.15)

d r 2 rdr r 2d 6 2 

kc = yj/32 - n 2(r)k02

The corresponding fields are

Ez = - k c 27T:

Er -  ip  d7T. / d r -  VQJjU Kzm /  r , 

Ee = - v p  71 _ / r  -  itiJfJ d n zm/dr

H z ~ ~ k c Kzm
H r -vcoe7i , / r + i p d n zm/ d r  

H e = icoe d 7Tz /d r  -  v p  71 zm / r

(2.16)

where co is the angular frequency, ko is the vacuum wavevector, P  is the propagation 

constant along the axis z, n(r) and £{r) are the spatial functions of refractive index and 

permittivity respectively, // is the vacuum magnetic permeability, and v =  1,2,3... 

represents the azimuthal order of the modes.

In each dielectric region, the solutions of (2.15) are,

\ n z =[AlI v(kc r) + A2K v(kcr)\exp[i(v0 + Pz-6X)]

X^zm = W v  (kc r ) + Bi K v (kc r)]exp[i(v& + P z -  cot)]

where /„ and K v are respectively the modified Bessel functions of the 1st and 2nd 

kinds, A ] ,2  and B 1.2 are undetermined coefficients, and kc is defined in Eqn. (2.15).

Applying the boundary conditions of Eqn. (2.8), equations in matrix form are 

obtained [Al-Bader 93]:

(2.18)

1

a"'
II

—■>

1

~  a / j ) ~ A ''* " '
~ E u+i '( r  = aj)

II 5̂

=  M (+)
A2(j)

= M ,(_)
a 2 0 + I1 f  V+V‘\ r  = a<)

H z (r = a-) j B / J)
/+i gO+1) H z (r = a, )

H 0u \ r  = a j )_ b 2w B ij+»

1 \ r  = a,)

9



Here, the waveguide is assumed to consist of N  layers of cylindrical dielectric. 

The superscript j  denotes the j  layer from the axis, the superscripts (+) and (-) denote 

the outer and inner boundaries of the layer respectively, r = aj represents the interface 

between the / h and (/'+l)th layers. The matrix M) is derived from (2.16) and the 

boundary conditions (2.8). Taking into account the asymptotic properties of the field 

approaching the axis and infinity, two more boundary conditions = # 2(1) = 0 and 

A i(A/) = B i(N) = 0 are obtained.

Repeatedly using Eqn. (2.18) gives a relationship between (Ai(1), # i (1)) and 

<AiW , B 2™)9

M

( i )

B ( i )

B

(V)

(V)

=  0 (2.19)

where the matrix M  is a derivative of Eqns. (2.18).

The eigen-values are obtained by the condition,

det(M ) = 0 , (2.20)

and the eigen-modes are solved by calculating coefficients ( A i ^ \  # 1,2^ )  in Eqns. 

(2.18) and (2.19).

The above process steps, from (2.15) to (2.20), are also suitable for TM and 

TE modes in uniform cylindrical waveguides, where Eqn. (2.14) should be noticed. 

Fig. 2.5 schematically shows the whole flow chart of this process.

Matrix Equations (2.18)

M c+)
r
0
CD

Mw-i( +)

(AH)1

(JV-1)

(AH)

(AH)

a (2 ) '

= m 2(-)
a (2)

b v >

•

p i ^

•
•

0

II

0

£

■

0
U w ]

M
^ (1) = 0

BiAO

0 Eigen-Function
det(M) = 0

Eigen-values

Coefficients for 
Field Components

Fig. 2.5. Flow chart of how to solve the eigen-mode problem in a uniform cylindrical

waveguide.
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The Hertz vector method and the matrix operation process are core analytical 

tools in this thesis. They will be used in the theoretical parts of chapter 4, 5, and 6.

2.3 Local mode theory of a non-uniform cylindrical waveguide

In a non-uniform cylindrical waveguide, due to lose of translational symmetry, 

the eigen-modes described in the last section do not exist. Generally speaking, it is 

difficult to give out exact solutions of Maxwell’s equations for such waveguides. 

Nevertheless, if the non-uniformity is small, the local mode can be expressed as a 

superposition of the eigen-modes of the assumed uniform waveguide as shown in Fig. 

2.6b. The evolution of the local mode along the waveguide can be represented by the 

evolution of the distribution function in this eigen-mode expansion [Snyder 83]. This 

section briefly reviews the local mode theory in a cylindrical waveguide with slowly 

varying cross-section.

As stated above, the local mode in the non-uniform waveguide (Fig. 2.6a) can 

be expressed as,

Non-uniform Waveguide Assumed Uniform Waveguide

The distribution 
is a function of z

Expansion in the 
eigen-mode basis

M V -V .'Im -V-'IM -V- !|T)1(r).T)2(r),T>3(rk

Fig. 2.6. Local modes in a slowly varying waveguide.

Assuming the / h order eigen-mode in the assumed uniform waveguide (Fig.

2.6b) to be

E , = - [  tj(x,y)en 

H ,= ^ [h

Hpj^z-ax) + c c  j

(2 .21)
+ c c ]



E, (*, y , z )  = ^  { Y j bj (z)®rj (•*» ^  Pj  ^ ))e~ l0X + c.c.}
j (2 .22) 

H, (x, y,  z) = ^ - { Y Jbj ( z ) h tj(x, y ,p . (z) )e~u“ + c.c.}

where the subscript t denotes the transverse component, a  denotes the normalization 

to the mode, bj(z) and Pj(z) are the complex amplitude and the propagation constant of 

the mode, respectively. The ortho-normalization condition is,

-  f [e ,x h ,']-a ,<M  = -  f [e ,*xh ;] a zcM = j 1 l f j _ 1  (2.23)
2 '  z 2 -H- ' ‘ 1 [o if j * l

Substituting Eqn. (2.22) into M axw ell’s equations and using Eqn. (2.23), the 

coupled local mode equations is found to be,

dbj ( z ) /d z  = ip j (z)bi + £  C j M z ) (2-24)
/

The coupling coefficient C}i represents the strength of the coupling from the 

mode I to the mode j,  and can be expressed as,

j * 1 :  c ^ °  ( 2 - 2 5 )

For a non-absorbing waveguide, Eqn. (2.25) can be further deduced to, 

[Snyder 83]

f £ * e
4(Pj  ~ P [ )  ^  J dz

In chapter 6, the above analysis will be used to investigate mode conversion 

and evolution in a fiber tip.

2.4 Periodic optical structures

Introducing periodicity into optical structures is a conventional method to 

obtain plentiful optical functionality. Such structures include all kinds of gratings with 

different period length scales. Generally speaking, it is difficult to provide analytical 

solutions for various periodic structures. Here, we just discuss several simple but 

important examples and present the well-known transfer matrix method and 

perturbation theory.

Cji = I  « /  '*/ - ^ dA (Z 26>
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2.4.1 Transfer matrix method

The simplest example of periodic optical structure consists of alternating 

layers of two different dielectrics. Based on the Bloch-Floquet theorem, which arises 

from the periodictranslational symmetry of the structures, precise solutions to the 

eigen-modes of these periodic stack structures can be obtained. This technique is 

called transfer matrix method (TMM) [Ishimaru 91].

0-1) r 0 - 1)

0 - 1 )  f 0 -D
'22 '22

£, 0 ). 0)

r 0). r21 2̂10)

Oh

0)i
'22

7 0 )  
'12

r  0 + 0 »  
M l

p  0 + 0  
11

> 0 )  
22

■+—

r  0 + 0 1 
21

r  0 + 0  
r 21

Fig. 2.7. Periodic alternating layers of two different dielectrics.

In the normal incidence case (Fig. 2.7), the field has the form of a transverse 

electromagnetic (TEM) wave. Applying Fresnel’s law, the Bloch wave in this periodic 

structure can be expressed as,

M
/7 O) A (7+1)

1 17 0) 
^11

r  0)_ 21 _
(7+0
1

c

i SJ 1

M =

nx + n 2 - n 2 n\ +n2 n2 - n ,
e ‘k o n i d \ 0 In, 2/2, 0 l n 2 l n 2

0 e~‘konA n , - n 2 /2, + /22 0 e~ik0n2d2 n2 - n , n, -1- n2
2/2, 2/2, 2n2 2n2

(2.27)

(2.28)

Here, ko is the vacuum wavevector, kg is the Bloch wavevector, d  and n are the 

thickness and the refractive index of the dielectric layer. The eigen-function is,

= [M || + M 22± V (M n + M 22)2 - 4 ] / 2  (2.29)

In the oblique incidence case, polarization dependence should be taken into 

account in Fresnel’s law.

Using the transfer matrix method, apart from the eigen-modes, transmittance 

and reflectivity of multi-layer stacks can also be calculated. In the appendix A2, the 

transfer matrix method will be used to deal with one-dimensional photonic crystal 

structures.
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2.4.2 Perturbation theory

If periodic structures are incorporated into a uniform waveguide, mode 

coupling occurs when the resonance condition is satisfied. Such examples include 

fiber gratings, electro-optic or acousto-optic gratings, and surface corrugation gratings. 

In order to solve these gratings, perturbation theory, which supposes that the influence 

of the grating to the waveguide eigen-modes is small, is adopted [Yariv 97].

Surface Corrugation Gratings ,A£(r)

o .

Fig. 2.8. Mode couplings caused by surface corrugation gratings.

As a starting point, we write out the source-free wave equation in the form of 

the Helmholtz equation [Yariv 97],

S72E ( r j ) - j U £ ( r ) d 2E {r , t ) /d t2 = jud2Ppert( j J ) / d t 2 (2.30)

where E(r,t) is the total electric field, and £fr) is the permittivity distribution in the 

unperturbed waveguide. The perturbation polarization P/w/(r,t) arises from the grating 

induced permittivity modulation Afi(r) (see Fig. 2.8).

p pertfa*) = A f(r)E (r ,t) (2.31)

Expanding E(r,t) in the basis of the eigen-modes of the unperturbed 

waveguide,

E(r,0 +c-c'l <232)
^ j

If we substitute Eqn. (2.32) into Eqn.(2.30) and assume a slow variation of Aj

\d2A j / d z 2\ «  j, (2.33)

the Helmholtz equation (2.30) becomes:

HA 3 2
(2.34)

Using the mode orthonormalization conditions of Eqn. (2.23), the coupled 

mode equations are,
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dAj nPjZ-ax) dA_j n-p.z-gt)
•C' = 2 ^ ^  1 [P- '  (r -0  x <i / 1  • “ . ‘W (2.35)dz dz

where the subscript - j  denotes a backward propagating mode. In the deduction of Eqn.

(2.35), the following relation between two counter-propagating modes in a non

absorbing wave-guide is used [Snyder 83]:

lb-; = - h !,+  V ;
(2.36)

In chapter 4, this mode coupling equation will be used to deal with Bragg 

grating fiber tapers.

2.5 Finite difference time domain technique

The techniques described in last three sections can only be used in a very 

limited range of geometries. In most complicated cases, numerical simulations are 

necessary. One such technique is the finite difference time domain method (FDTD), 

whose foundation is based on the discretization of M axwell’s equations on spatial 

grids and time steps [Yee 66].

H E,

Hz i

Hs

Hy

Hz
* 1* 

*w*

Hy

.

Ev

I  Hz

Hv

*  X

Fig. 2.9. Electric and magnetic field vector components in a cubic Yee lattice.

FDTD, invented by Kane Yee in 1966, is based on solving M axw ell’s curl 

equations and making discrete sampling o f the electric and magnetic fields in spatial 

grids and time steps. Fig. 2.9 shows these grid lattices, and (i,j,k) represent the grid
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indices. The Yee discretized expressions for A m pere’s law and Faraday’s law can 

then be written as:

_  I n + l /2  j- ,  j n —1/2

x  I < ,7 + 1 /2 ,* + 1 /2  x \ i , j + \ / 2 , k + l / 2  _

'<,7+ 1/ 2 , * +1/2

in+1

At

H  — Hz l/,7+l,*+l/2 z I t , j,k +1/2 H,
<,7+ 1/ 2 ,*+] ,7+ 1/ 2 ,*

Ay Az
I n + l /2  | « - l / 2

_  r  |«  _  /  *  I<,7+1/2,*+1/2 * I <,7+1/2,*+1/2 .

x I<,7+1/2,*+1/2 ®i,j+\l2,k+\l2 v I  '

(2.37)

*  l i —1/2,7’+ ! ,* + ]  x \ i - \ / 2 , j + \ , k + \

At

1

/A-1/2J+1,*+1

« + l /2

i - \ / 2 , j + \ , k + 3 / 2

n + l /2

i - \ / 2 , j + \ , k + l / 2

17 | ”+1/ 2 r  ln+1/ 2
z L - 1 /2 ,  / '+ 3 /2 ,<:+! 1/2,7+1/2,*+!

Az Ay
l«+lH  I"" + H

H / t  I '* ''/* ■  _ *  /  ^  I < -1 /2 ,7 + ]  ,*+1 x  11 -1 /2 ,7 + 1 ,* + 1  \— M  r . , — (J i-l/2,7+1,*+1 (------------------------------------------- )x  l < - l /2 ,7 + l ,* + l  i ’j  * \  ^  y

I n + l /2

(2.38)

Here, the sub- and super-scripts refer to the spatial and time positions 

respectively. Apart from the electric and magnetic fields, E and H , the electric and 

magnetic current densities, J  and M, are also included in equations, o  and o* are the 

electric and magnetic conductivities, respectively. The other four partial differential 

equations corresponding to the other field components in y and z directions have 

similar forms.

In Eqns. (2.37) and (2.38), the spatial and time discretizations of the E  and H  

fields are carried out in two sets of staggered spatial lattices (see Fig. 2.9) and leap

frog time steps. These arrangements ensure that the Yee algorithm is accurate to 

second-order. Field-material interactions, such as dissipation, gain, dispersion, non- 

linearity, and non-locality, can be easily incorporated into these equations. In addition, 

the FDTD method also needs a boundary condition that allows outward-propagating 

waves to exit the simulation space without causing significant reflection artefacts. The 

detailed introduction to the FDTD technique can be found in [Taflove 97].

In chapter 5, a commercial FDTD package named as OptiFDTD [OptiFDTD

5.0] is used to simulate micro-cavity structures in fiber tapers. This package is a 

powerful full 3D simulator, provides absorbing boundaries, and can model materials 

with anisotropy and dispersion. In simulation, the dispersion of the dielectric 

permittivity is described as a sum of resonances (Lorentz oscillator).
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(2.39)

where e» is the relative permittivity in the infinity frequency, Qm is the plasma 

frequency, co,n is the resonant frequency, and Vm is the damping factor [OptiFDTD

5.0].

2.6 Finite integration technique

A decade after Yee’s time domain approach, another discretization theory 

based on integral formulation of Maxwell’s equations (Maxwell’s grid equations, 

MGE) was proposed by Weiland [Weiland 77]. The corresponding simulation method 

is known as Finite Integration Technique (FIT). A merit of FIT is the possibility of 

accurately modelling curved structures, whereas classical FDTD methods are limited 

to staircase approximations of complex boundaries.

By creating two orthogonal grid lattices G and G as shown in Fig. 2.10, the 

spatial discretization of Maxwell’s equations is equivalently rewritten as the so-called 

MGEs. The electric grid voltages e, which are the integral values along corresponding 

grid edges, and the magnetic facet fluxes b, which are the integral values across the 

grid faces, constitute the Faraday’s law contour on the primary grid G. Both e and b 
include distributive information of respective fields, so that no discretization error is 

introduced. Similarly, the magnetic grid voltages h and dielectric facet fluxes d

co n to u r c o n
to Eqn. (.

Fig. 2.10. Two orthogonal grid systems.
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constitute the A m pere’s law contour on the dual grid G . The complete discretized set 

of M G E’s can be expressed as,

(2.40)

Ce = -d b /d t  

Ch = dd/dt + j 
Sb = 0 

Sd = q

Here, the curl and divergence operators in the continuous form of M axw ell’s 

equations are represented by the matrixes of C and S. For example, the first formula 

in Eqn. (2.40) can be expressed as (see the contour shown in Fig. 2.10),

Faraday’s law 

Ampere's law 

magnetic Gauss's law 

electric Gauss's law

f \
e j d

( • ^
1

V

0 1 0 • -1 0 -1

J e k

dt •

\ ei J

(2.41)

In addition, the relations between voltages and fluxes can also be expressed in 

matrix form.

Id = M fe
= M ^h  (2.42)

[j = M (re + j J

where e, h, d, b, and j are vectors and the M ’s are matrices. In practical applications, 

this step of Eqn. (2.42) usually introduces numerical inaccuracy due to the spatial 

discretization.

In chapter 6, a commercial 3D FIT simulator, CST microwave studio [CST 

microwave studio 2006], is used to calculate the surface plasmon polaritons in a 

silver-coated fiber tip.
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Chapter 3

Fiber Tapering, Planar Processing, and 

Interference Lithography Techniques

3.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a brief review of the fabrication techniques used in our 

works. The sections 3.2 and 3.3 introduce a fiber tapering technique and several basic 

planar processing techniques, respectively. The last section describes an interference 

lithography technique. A multi-beam interference exposure system with phase-shift 

stabilisation is also presented.

3.2 Fiber tapering technique

An optical fiber taper consists of a slim waist and two gradually varied 

transitions as shown in Fig. 3.1 [Birks 92]. The transition part is an optical link, which 

connects the un-tapered fiber (a buried waveguide) and the taper waist (an open 

waveguide) and functions as a mode converter. In the un-tapered fiber region, the 

propagating mode is confined in the high-index core, and the effective modal index of 

the core mode separates with those of the cladding modes, which are due to the index 

contrast between the cladding and the environment. In Fig. 3.1, we plot a single mode 

fiber, which supports only one core mode. W hile, in the taper transition region, the 

core gradually decreases as the fiber diameter decreases. A micron-scale taper waist 

can be simply regarded as a pure silica cylinder suspended in the environment, and 

that is a multi-mode waveguide. Thus way, through the taper transitions, the core and 

cladding modes in the un-tapered fiber are respectively converted to the fundamental 

and high-order modes in the taper waist as schematically shown in Fig. 3.1.
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However, in many cases, confining optical energy in one mode is beneficial. 

This can be achieved by an adiabatic taper transition [Love 91], where the energy 

transfer between different modes is negligible. Via such an adiabatic taper transition, 

a single-mode un-tapered fiber can only excite the fundamental mode in taper waist 

region.

T ap er W aist

I n  tapered  F iber

FumhimenUil Mode

High Order M odes 

Radiation Modes

Fig. 3.1. Schematic of a tapered fiber and the evolution of the effective modal index.

For adiabatic propagation to occur, the taper transition has to vary quite slowly 

in the sense that the local taper length-scale, Lt, is larger than the coupling length- 

scale, Lb, between relevant modes [Love 91]. The adiabaticity criterion is thus 

expressed as:

= L h(z) (3.1)
a  p ] (z) -  p 2(z)

where z is the axial coordinate, J3\2 are the propagation constants of the fundamental 

mode and the most adjacent high-order mode in the transition part, respectively, r is 

the fiber radius, and a -  \dr(z)/dz\ is the decreasing slope of the fiber radius along the 

axis.
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m o t o r iz e d  s t a g e s
fibre

burner

Fig. 3.2. Schematic of the taper rig (courtesy Sergio Leon-Saval).

For fabricating tapers, a “taper rig” consisting of two motorized stages is used 

to stretch a fiber, whilst another motorized burner stage provides an oxy-butane flame 

[Birks 92], The synchronous motion of these three stages is controlled by a LabVIEW 

program. The “flame brush” moves to and fro along the fiber as the other two stages 

pull apart. Controlled taper transitions and long uniform taper waists can be produced. 

Fig. 3.2 shows a schematic of this taper rig. Using this apparatus, a conventional 

Corning SMF-28 fiber is tapered down to -1 0  pm diameter in our works. When the 

taper waist is 10 cm long and the taper transitions are 2.5 cm long, the transmission 

loss is typically less than 0.1 dB at a wavelength of 1.55 pm.

3.3 Basic planar processing techniques

In this section, several basic planar processing techniques are described. These 

include resist dip coating, contact optical lithography, thermal evaporation deposition, 

chemical wet etching, reactive ion etching, and focused ion beam milling.

3.3.1 Resist dip coating and contact optical lithography
Dip coating is a conventional resist application method, which consists of 

immersing a sample into a resist tank, withdrawing it at certain rate, and leaving it to 

dry. Fig. 3.3 shows this process schematically. In the resist dip coating, the resist 

viscosity and the withdrawal rate are two important parameters, which determine the 

thickness of the applied resist film.
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w ithdraw ing I d iv ingimmersing

Fig. 3.3. Schematic of the dip-coating process.

After applying a resist film, we can imprint patterns onto this resist layer using 

contact optical lithography as shown in Fig. 3.4. The image on an opaque photo-mask 

is projected onto the resist film by a light exposure and a consequent development. 

During exposure, the mask has to contact against the resist to avoid the maleficent 

diffraction. In chapter 5, we adopt this technique to produce long period gratings 

along fiber tapers.

Exposing Radiation

T M  T 1 ■ ▼ T ▼ ▼

Mask

Exposed A rea

Substrate
Fig. 3.4. Schematic of contact optical lithography.

3.3.2 Thermal evaporation deposition
Thermal evaporation deposition technique consists of heating a crucible until 

evaporation of the material to be deposited and condensing material vapour on the 

substrate surface in form of a thin film. Simultaneously, a quartz crystal thickness 

monitor is mounted inside the deposition chamber shown in Fig. 3.5 and real-time 

indicates the deposition thickness. In chapters 4 and 5, we use this technique to 

deposit metal Au and NiCr.
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Fig. 3.5. Thermal evaporation system.

3.3.3 Etching (wet etching and dry etching)
Wet etching is usually a chemical process where material is removed from a 

substrate with the sample immersed in an etch solution. During wet etching, a mask 

layer protects a specific area of the wafer surface in order to etch a pattern. The 

drawback of wet etching is its isotropic nature that results in an undercut as shown in 

Fig. 3.6b. This undercut limits the minimum feature size of wet etching.

M ask
— | |jg--- : '

M ask. 1 No
Undercut

Mask

Film] jjjk. Undercut /Film Film

Substrate 

(a) Before Etching

Substrate

(h) Isotropic Etch

Substrate

(c) Anisotropic Etch

Fig. 3.6. Schematic of the isotropic and anisotropic etch processes.

Hydrofluoric (HF) acid is the most widely used etch solution for silica. A 

well-controlled solution can be obtained by buffering this acid with ammonium 

fluoride. In chapter 5, HF etching is used to produce long period gratings along fiber 

tapers. The typical etch rate in our experiments is around 0.1 pm/min.

Another frequently used chemical solution is the mixture of acetic acid, 

CH3COOH, cerium ammonium nitrate, (N H ^C eC N C ^, and water. This solution can
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dissolve chromium and chromium alloy and is used in chapter 4. Its composition is: 

35 ml acetic acid, 200 g eerie ammonium nitrate, and 1000 ml de-ionised water.

In order to overcome the shortcoming of the isotropic etching, dry etching is 

introduced. The first example is reactive ion etching (RIE), which refers to an ion- 

assisted chemical-physical combined etching process: the chemical etching takes 

place when the material to be etched reacts with the etchant species, which are free 

radicals generated in the plasma, to form volatile compounds; the physical etching 

occurs by bombardment sputtering with ions accelerated by the voltage difference 

between the plasma and the powered electrode. Benefiting from these two etching 

mechanisms, RIE can create selective and anisotropic etch features as shown in Fig. 

3.6c.

In our work presented in chapter 4, we use a RIE/ICP system to create sub

micron scale grooves on fiber tapers. This system has an inductively coupled plasma 

(ICP) source, which produce much higher plasma densities and therefore a higher 

etching rate compared to those systems without ICP. Furthermore, RIE/ICP etching 

offers an independent control to plasma density and energy. Fig. 3.7 schematically 

shows this system.

gas inlet

ICP Source
(plasm a)

a
voltage

JifYerence

RF Source
Fig. 3.7. Reactive ion etching process with an inductively coupled plasma source.

The second dry etching technique is known as focused-ion-beam (FIB) etching. 

A focused Ga+ beam generated from a liquid metal ion sources (LMIS) [Prewett 91] is 

raster scanned over the surface of a sample. Energetic beams enable nano-patterning
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by bombarding ion towards samples. In some cases, the energetic ion beam will be 

neutralized before bombardment by an electron beam, so that the defocusing effect 

caused by charging is minimized. Simultaneously with the ion milling, secondary 

electrons (or ions) are collected to form a micro image. Fig. 3.8 schematically shows 

the FIB system. In chapter 5, we use FIB milling to produce deep structures on thin 

fiber tapers. The features can be several microns deep, and the typical milling rate is 

around 1 |am3/min.
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Fig. 3.8. Schematic of focused ion beam process.

3.4 Interference lithography technique

In an interference lithography configuration shown in Fig. 3.9, two or more 

coherent plane wave beams produce a periodic intensity pattern in the overlapping 

area. This pattern is then imprinted onto the resist layer, which has been previously 

applied on the substrate surface. During the exposure, the spatial coherence between 

the beams has to be maintained; the phase drifts between them must be compensated 

dynamically. These constitute the interference lithography technique.
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Coherent Beams

Substrate
Fig. 3.9. Schematic of the interference exposure.

3.4.1 Interference exposure system
An interference exposure system, which allows us to produce not only one

dimensional Bragg gratings but also two-dimensional periodic patterns, has been built.

A krypton ion laser (Coherent ENNOVA 300C) is used as the exposure source. 

The laser operates in single-line model and provides linearly polarized cw light with a 

wavelength of 406.7 nm and maximum output power of more than 100 mW. The laser 

wavelength falls within the sensitivity region of most commercial photo resists, and 

the time coherence of the single-line laser beam is good enough for the interference

A vertical layout, as shown in Fig. 3.10, is adopted in our experiments. The 

sample to be exposed is mounted upside down, and the exposure beams point upward 

and are symmetrically arranged around the line perpendicular to the wafer. The merit 

of this vertical configuration is that the system is easy to be extended to multi-beam 

exposures.

exposure.

Single Mo(l< 
Fiber <T

Mount

Fig. 3.10. Schematic of the vertical interference exposure configuration.
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The light from the laser is first split into several beams and then coupled into 

endlessly single-mode photonic crystal fibers (ES-PCF, Fig. 3.11a). The pure silica 

composition of the photonic crystal fibers prohibits the harmful darkening effect 

occurring in germanosilicate core fibers [Dong 95]. The wanted plane wave front of 

the exposure beam (Fig. 3.9) is approximately simulated by the far-field illumination 

of the single mode fiber (see Fig. 3.1 lb). Therefore, the plane wave condition is only 

satisfied in a limited exposure area with a diameter of ~5 mm. Across this area, the 

grating period, A, keeps constant and is determined by the exposure wavelength, Ao, 

and the half angle of incidence, 0. (see definition in Fig. 3.10)

A = ——— (tw o-beam  exposure) (3.1)
2 sin#

Fig. 3.11. (a). Scanning electron micrograph of endlessly single mode photonic crystal fiber, 

(b). Photograph of the far field of the single mode fiber.

During interference exposures, the phase differences between exposure beams 

have to be locked to prevent any drift of fringes. This phase-shift locking function is 

implemented by a feedback loop system, which consists of one 50:50 beam splitter, 

two photo detectors, one set of electronic circuit, and one piezoelectric translator 

(PZT).
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Fig. 3.12. Schematic of the phase-shift locking system. D l, D2, photo detectors; PZT,

piezoelectric translator.

As shown in Fig. 3.12, a beam splitter sheet is mounted behind the sample. 

Two exposure beams are respectively transmitted and reflected through this beam 

splitter, and produce interference patterns on photo detectors D l and D2. These two 

patterns on Dl and D2 have inverse fringes, whose difference provides a feedback 

error signal. Any phase shift between these two exposure beams is thus compensated 

by moving one fiber end forward or backward using a piezoelectric translator. The 

mounting of the PZT and the fiber end has been shown in Fig. 3.10.

The beam splitter sheet and the detectors Dl and D2 are all mechanically fixed 

on a big exposure stage, where both the glass mount and the sample are also attached 

on. The stabilization amongst these items is found to be good, since the interference 

fringe created by this exposure system has a good quality.

For each illumination fiber, in order to control the polarization state and the 

output power, one rotatable fiber coil polarization controller [Lefevre 80] and one 

fiber bending unit are used as shown in Fig. 3.13. For endlessly single-mode PCF, 

transmission loss has a substantial susceptibility to fiber bending [Birks 97], so that 

the fiber bending unit can provide a broad tuning range for the beam output power.
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Fig. 3.13. Photograph of the rotatable fiber coil polarization controller and the fiber bending

device.

Fig. 3.14 shows a photograph of the exposure stage. The system in this picture 

has been adjusted for two-beam interference exposure.

Detector
Sample Mount

Beam Splitter

Fiber Stage)

Fig. 3.14. Photograph of the interference exposure stage.

3.4.2 Demonstration of three-beam interference lithography

The above interference exposure system can be easily extended to three-beam 

exposure cases. To do so, one more fiber stage, as shown in Fig. 3.10, and one more 

phase-shift locking system, as shown in Fig. 3.12, are needed. Three exposure fiber 

stages are arranged around the sample with an identical incidence angle 6  (see Fig.
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3.10). Two phase-shift locking systems are used to compensate the drifts of the phase 

differences between these beams, (one phase-locking system for two beams)

By setting the polarizations of the exposure beams to be parallel to wafer and 

arranging these three beams 1 2 0 ° apart, an approximately equilateral triangle pattern 

was formed in a photoresist layer on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer. The resist was 

previously spin coated on the wafer and had a thickness of -250 nm after soft baking. 

Fig. 3.15 shows a SEM image and photograph. The pitch, A, is determined by the 

exposure wavelength, Ao, and the incidence angle, 0.

2/j
A = ----- — (three-beam  exposure) (3.2)

3sin 6

1 nm
i____ i

io 20 30

Fig. 3.15. (a) Scanning electron micrograph and (b) photograph of a hexagonal pattern in a 

photoresist layer produced by three-beam interference lithography.

The advantage of our multi-beam interference lithography technique over the 

pixel scanning electron beam lithography and the multi-dimensional interference 

lithography [Zengerle 87] is its time and cost efficiency. The triangle pattern shown in 

Fig. 3.15 was produced in a -3  minute-long exposure with each beam of 350 jiW and 

the distance from fiber end to wafer of 15 cm. The SEM imaging indicated that the 

lattice pitch was uniform over an area of -25  mm 2 with a variation of less than 2%. 

However, the drawback of this technique is the poor control to unit size and detailed 

features.

If this two-dimensional periodic pattern is transferred into the substrate SOI 

wafer, we can produce a photonic crystal planar waveguide, whose guided mode 

properties and dispersive behaviours are of importance for understanding photonic 

crystals [Zengerle 87].
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Chapter 4

Surface Bragg Gratings on Fiber Tapers

4.1 Introduction

W ith the extensive use of optical fibers in telecommunication systems, in-line 

fiber devices are receiving more attention than free-space optical devices due to their 

intrinsic compatibility with fiber links. One such example is the fiber taper in a 

directional fiber coupler [Mortimore 85]. With decreasing taper diameter, the 

evanescent field tail of the guided mode spreads out across the silica surface, which 

can be exploited in applications such as evanescent coupling [Barclay 04] and optical 

sensing [Ding 05].

In order to enrich the functionality o f fiber tapers, introducing longitudinal 

Bragg gratings is a straightforward method. However, due to the disappearance of the 

germanium core and the evanescent mode field, the conventional UV-writing 

technique is unsuitable for a micron-scale fiber taper [Hernandez 04]. In this chapter, 

two surface Bragg grating structures written on micron-scale fiber tapers [Ding 06] 

are presented. W e describe the fabrication, investigate the optical spectral properties 

theoretically and experimentally, and discuss potential applications of these devices.

4.2 Fiber tapers decorated with Au surface Bragg gratings

A gold Bragg grating has been created on the surface of a micron-scale fiber 

taper [Ding 06]. The selection of gold as the grating material is due to the large 

permittivity contrast between gold and environment. This dramatically enhances the 

mode coupling induced by the surface grating, which would otherwise be very weak 

due to the low field overlap. This section presents the fabrication, theoretical 

treatment, spectral measurements, and potential applications of this device.
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4.2.1 Device description

A fiber taper with a uniform waist was produced by heating and stretching a 

piece of conventional single-mode fiber (Corning SMF-28 fiber with single-mode 

cutoff wavelength of less than 1260 nm). The diameter of the taper waist was -10  pm, 

the lengths of the waist and the transitions were 20 and 25 mm respectively, and the 

excess loss resulted from the fiber tapering process was less than 0.1 dB at a 

wavelength of 1.55 pm. This fiber taper was mounted on a microscope slide (Fig. 4.1) 

and stored in a sealed container prior to further processing for the sake of cleanliness.

Fig. 4.1. Fiber taper mounted on a piece of glass slide with glue on both ends.

In order to produce a gold Bragg grating on this fiber taper, several planar 

processing steps as shown in Fig. 4.2 were carried out.

R esist L ift-o ff

N iC r Rem oval

Resist Dip C oatin

NiCr Wet Etching

Fig. 4.2. Flow chart of the fabrication process of the Au grating fiber taper.

Firstly, a 20 nm thick NiCr (Ni80/Cr20 alloy) layer was deposited on the top 

side of the taper by thermal evaporation. The taper was then dip-coated with undiluted 

Shipley resist S1813. After two dip coatings and soft baking, the resist thickness was 

-250  nm, which was estimated accordingly to the consequent lithographic condition.

The resist thickness is related to the resist viscosity, the withdrawal rate of dip 

coating, and the taper diameter. As shown in Fig. 4.3, the liquid pressure, Pst, inside 

the resist layer is determined by the surface tension coefficient, y, and the taper
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diameter, D, in form of Eqn. (4.1). The bigger the taper diameter, the lower is the 

liquid pressure, and the thicker is the resist film.

P,, = %  (4.1)

Resist
Fig. 4.3. Schematic of the liquid pressure inside the resist layer.

Then a Bragg grating was produced by interference exposure and development. 

The exposure system described in section 3.4 was used. Two beams, each with output 

power of 350 |iW , made exposure for -4  minutes. The exposed taper was located -25 

cm from the end of the illumination fibers (see Figs. 3.10 and 3.11), and the incident 

angle 6  was -23.5°. In this step, the previously deposited NiCr layer prevented 

multiple reflections of the exposure beams inside the taper, which would otherwise 

degrade the fringe quality. Then, the sample was developed in a diluted Microposit 

351 solution (1 part Microposit 351 : 6  parts Dl water) for 20 seconds.

After development, a solution of cerium ammonium nitrate and acetic acid, 

whose composition has been described in chapter 3, was used to etch away the NiCr 

layer through the resist mask. After wet etching for -30  seconds, the silica surface 

beneath the NiCr layer was exposed in the area between resist strips, and a small 

undercut in the NiCr layer appeared, as shown in Fig. 4.4.

NiCr Resist

Taper

Fig. 4.4. Schematic of the resist and NiCr layers after wet etching.
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Resist

T aper

Fig. 4.5. Schematic of sample after Au deposition.

Subsequently, a 3 nm NiCr, followed by 50 nm of Au, was deposited as shown 

in Fig. 4.5. Here, the thin NiCr layer enhanced the adhesion between the Au layer and 

the silica substrate. The small undercut created in the previous step helped to produce 

a clean edge in the following lift-off process, in which step the sample was rinsed by 

acetone and its surface is gently wiped with a clean Q-tip.

In the last step, the residual NiCr in the gaps between the gold strips was 

removed using the solution of cerium ammonium nitrate and acetic acid. A periodic 

gold grating on the taper surface was then left.

Fig. 4.6 shows scanning electron micrographs of three taper samples a, b and c. 

The taper diameters are ~10 pm, the grating lengths are ~5 mm, and the Au 

thicknesses are 10, 20 and 50 nm respectively.

Fig. 4.6. Scanning electron micrographs of sample a, b, and c. The Au thicknesses were 10, 

20, and 50 nm respectively. A 3 nm NiCr was laid beneath the Au layer.

Table 4.1 list the measured parameters of each sample, which have been 

calibrated by a precise SEM test specimen.

Param eters Sam ple (a) Sample (b) Sam ple (c)

Au Thickness (nm) 1 0 2 0 50

D iam eter (pm) 9.6 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 2

Period (nm) 510.0 508.6 505.9

Table 4.1. Measured parameters of Au grating fiber tapers.
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4.2.2 Theoretical treatm ent

Due to the loss of cylindrical symmetry in gold strips, the mode coupling 

induced by the surface grating is not limited by the azimuthal order of the modes of 

the fiber tapers. The input fundamental mode, which is converted from the core mode 

of the un-tapered fiber through the adiabatic transition [Love 8 6 ], excites different 

backward modes at different wavelength via the Bragg grating. The following phase 

matching condition determines which mode is excited at a given wavelength [Hill 97].

~ =  P a  (A, D) + (4.2)
A

Here, A is the grating period, A is the wavelength, D is the taper diameter, and 

pi is the propagation constant of the ith order mode.

G rating  T aper

W T
(a)

LPiifX’) LPoi(Xi) 
(excited)

LPoi
(inpu t)

2 n/A (b)
(For Â ):

Po ko ko Pn w ave vector

(For Xj):
2 71/A

p, ko o ko Po wave vector

Fig. 4.7. Sketches of the surface grating taper in (a) real and (b) reciprocal spaces.

Fig. 4.7 schematically shows the mode coupling in real and reciprocal space 

[Russell 85]. With a fixed grating wave vector, 2;z/A, different backward modes are 

excited at different wavelengths. For example, in Fig. 4.7b, a backward fundamental 

mode with propagation constant of -/5b(Ai) is excited at the wavelength of X\\ while a 

backward high-order mode with propagation constant of -p \ ( fa  is excited at a shorter 

wavelength of f a  Here, the fundamental and high-order modes are respectively the 

LP0i and LPn modes (Linear Polarized modes) as shown in Fig. 4.7a. As the 

wavelength further decreases, the arrow of the grating wave vector will fall in the 

continuous region from -ko to ko (see Fig. 4.7b). That means the excited wave will 

leave the fiber taper as radiation.

On the other hand, the strength of the mode coupling can be quantified by the 

coupling coefficient /f [Erdogan 97]:
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iCOCjU
K -  — As(x,  y ) [ef (x, y ) x  h b* (x, y)] • a zdA (4.3a)

\  \  [e / (* ,y ) x h f \ x ,  y)] • a zdA = ~  [ [eb(x, y ) x h b*(x,y)] -k zdA = l (4.3b)

4

where the subscripts /  and b denote the forward and backward modes, a z is the unit 

vector along the taper axis, A s  is the permittivity perturbation caused by the grating, 

and the caret symbol denotes the field normalization as follows.

^  I  [£ /(* ,y )x h /(* ,y ) ] -a z<M = - i
2 ^  2 ^

Eqns. (4.3a) and (4.3b) can be deduced from Eqn. (2.35).

In order to obtain a large coupling coefficient, a big field overlap with the 

grating structure is preferred. Therefore, the conventional UV technique writes Bragg 

gratings in the core region of fibers. However, in our 10 pm -diam eter fiber tapers, the 

field overlap with surface structures is small. For achieving a strong mode coupling, 

we need a large permittivity contrast, which can be satisfied by using gold as the 

grating material. The large permittivity contrast between the grating material and 

environment relax the requirement to taper diameter. Otherwise, a much thinner taper, 

which will bring severe fabrication problems, is needed.

For modelling purposes, the complex dielectric constant of gold can be 

expressed in the Lorentz-Drude model [Rakic 98]:

/  \  1 f ( ) ^ p  f 'j ^ P  ( A  /1 \e(a>) = 1 + 2 „ + H — 2— ~ f   <4-4)
-co  - m T0 j=\C0j -c o  - i  ear j

where C0p is the plasm a frequency; the frequency C0j, strength fi, and lift time 1 /Tj
tfi________________________ _

represents the j oscillator in this model. The second term refers to the intraband free- 

electron behaviour, and the third term accounts for interband effects. For gold, the 

following parameters are adopted [Rakic 98]:

V o  =0.76,®0 = 0 ,r o =8.05202xl013

/, = 0.024, =6.30488xl0,\ r ] = 3.66139xl014

/ ,  =0.01,®, = 1.26098xl0l5,r , =5.24141xl0’4
2 (4.5)

f } =0.07 1, 6)3 = 4 .5 1 0 6 5 x l0 '\r3 = 1.32175xl015

/„ =0.601,6)4 =6.53885xl0'5,r 4 = 3.78901xl015

f 5 =4.384,6)5 = 2.02364xl0'6,r 5 = 3.36362xl015

Here, the units of co and T are radians per second. Fig. 4.8 shows the real and 

imaginary parts of the dielectric constant of gold in the near-infrared wavelength 

region. The real part of the dielectric constant of gold is significantly different from

cop -  1.37188x10 16
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that of air, while the imaginary part, which corresponds to the absorption coefficient, 

is close to 0 .

C
03
1/5co
o
0

1

-20

-40

1200 1300 1400 1500
W a v e le n g th  (n m )

Fig. 4.8. Dielectric constant of gold in the near-infrared wavelength region.

If the surrounding medium is changed and has a refractive index of next, the

previously used resonant condition, Eqn. (4.2), must change to be:

2 k
—  = P0 a ,  D, ne„ ) + [i, (A, D, n„,) (4.6) 
A

And the resonant condition of the radiation mode coupling also becomes,

2 k
—  < p 0 (A, D, n ,J  + nm .*» (4.7) 
A

1472
1 4 5 0 -

L P , - 1470
1 4 0 0 -

- 1468  >>
LP£  1 3 5 0 -

- 1466  3
L Pc< 13 0 0 - Radiation Mode 

Continuum 1464
1 2 5 0 - L P,

1462
1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4  1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4

External Medium Index External Medium Index
Fig. 4.9. (a) Calculated resonant wavelengths as a function of the external medium index, (b)

Magnified view of top part of Fig. (a).
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Fig. 4.9 shows the variation of the resonant wavelength with the external 

medium index. The parameters used in the calculations are: D = 10.4 pm and A = 

510.4 nm. For each excited guided mode, the sensitivity of the resonant wavelength to 

the external medium index increases as the mode approaches the cut-off, at which the 

mode field largely penetrates into the environment. With the same reason, to a higher 

order mode excitation, the resonant wavelength presents a higher sensitivity to next.

For the radiation mode excitation, the edge of the coupling continuum region, 

A/?, has an approximately linear variation with the external medium index as shown in 

Fig. 4.9. The slope cIAr /dnext is nearly constant over a large range. This characteristic 

is favourable for sensing applications. However, the question is if we can discern this 

edge.

(a)
e

j — t *

Fig. 4.10. Sketches of the radiation mode coupling in (a) longitudinal and (b) cross-sectional

views.

Fig. 4.10 shows sketches of a Au grating taper, where the radiation mode is 

assumed to be a plane wave with transverse and longitudinal wave vector components 

of kx and kz. Substituting this plane wave into the coupling coefficient Eqn. (4.3a), a 

requirement to kx can be derived:

\kx\< p7r/D  (4.8)

where Dip denotes the effective height of the Au strips as shown in Fig. 4.10b. If kx is 

out of this range described in Eqn. (4.8), the integral in Eqn. (4.3a) will average out 

due to the transverse oscillatory field distribution of the plane wave across the half

ring shaped Au strips, and the strength of the radiation coupling will decrease.

According to Eqn. (4.8), a bigger taper diameter results in a more stringent 

limit on kx and therefore a more discernable edge of the radiation-coupling continuum.

Radiation
Wave
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From Eqn. (4.8) and using k. = ^/(nextk0)2 - k x2 , the limiting relation for kz 

can be obtained as

n« ,K  ~ ~ ~  . ( 4 . 9 )
l n alk0D

Substituting Eqn. (4.9) into the resonant condition, the edge of the radiation- 

coupling continuum falls in the following region:

P 2

8D 2n
4 ( 1 - ;  * ) < A < A k (4.10)

e x t

where Ar was obtained from Eqn. (4.7). Fig. 4.11 shows the calculated radiation 

coupling edge for D  = 10.4 pm, A = 510.4 nm, and p  = 3.5.

Radiation

1450

1400

1300
Coupling 

Region

1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4
External Medium Index

Fig. 4.11. Edge of the radiation-mode-coupling continuum.

4.2.3 Spectral measurements and analysis
Optical characterization was carried out using the experimental setup shown in 

Fig. 4.12, which comprises an ultrabroadband supercontinuum source based on an 

endlessly single mode photonic crystal fiber (ES-PCF) [Wadsworth 04], a fiber optic 

circulator and two optical spectrum analyzers (OSAs). For convenience, the endlessly 

single mode PCF and the input fiber of the circulator were cleaved and butt-coupled.
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Fig. 4.12. Experimental setup for spectral measurements.
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c. The measurement resolution was 1 nm.
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Fig. 4.13 shows the transmittance and reflectivity spectra of the three grating 

taper samples (a, b, and c) with a measurement resolution of 1 nm. A number of 

transmission dips appear and indicate the coupling from the forward fundamental 

mode to various backward guided modes. Amongst these backward modes, only the 

fundamental mode is converted back into the core mode of the un-tapered single mode 

fiber through the adiabatic taper transition and is observed in the reflectivity 

spectrum; other backward modes are ultimately converted into cladding modes and 

are damped at the lossy interface between the polym er coating and silica fiber.

The deep transmission dips, shown in Fig. 4.13, indicate that the grating- 

induced mode coupling is very strong.
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Fig. 4.14. Magnified views of the reflected spectra in Fig. 4.13 with a resolution of 0.1 nm.
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Fig. 4.14 shows magnified reflected spectra with a high resolution of 0.1 nm. 

The full-width half-maximum (FWHM), AT, of sample b is -0.3 nm, which is nearly 

consistent with the relation N/2 ~  T/?/AT = Q [Erdogan 97]. Here, Ar is the resonant 

wavelength, the period number N  is obtained from the grating length, 5 mm, divided 

by the grating period -500  nm, and the Q factors represent the finesse of the spectra.
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Fig. 4.15. Magnified transmitted spectra (upper curves) of samples with a resolution of 0.1 

nm and calculated resonant wavelengths (vertical lines) of few mode couplings.

Fig. 4.15 shows the magnified transmitted spectra with a resolution of 0.1 nm. 

Each vertical line in the lower parts of the pictures labels the calculated resonant 

wavelength of mode-coupling between different pairs of modes using the method 

described in last subsection. In the calculation, the geometrical parameters of the
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samples, i.e. the taper diameter and the grating period, are slightly altered from the 

measured ones, so as to obtain good fits between calculations and the measured 

results. Table 4.2 lists these parameters and their deviation from the measured values.

P aram eters Sample (a) Sample (b) Sam ple (c)

D iam eter (|im) 9.7 (1.0%) 10.3 (3%) 10.4 (2%)

Period (nm) 509.8 (-0.04%) 510.7 (0.4%) 510.4 (0.9%)

Table 4.2. Parameters of Au grating fiber tapers used in calculations. The values in 

parentheses stand for the deviation of the values in Table 4.2 from those in Table 4.1.
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Fig. 4.16. Reflected spectra of the samples immersed in water (black) and air (gray). The

measurement resolution is 0 . 1  nm.
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Figs. 4.16 and 4.17 respectively show the reflection and transmission spectra 

when the samples are immersed in water. For comparisons, the gray curves in Fig.

4.16 show the reflected spectra of samples suspended in air. It indicates that the 

resonant wavelength of the fundamental mode coupling, which corresponds to the 

reflection peak, increases with increasing index of the external medium. In Fig. 4.17, 

the vertical lines are the calculated resonant wavelengths. All grating taper parameters 

used in the calculation are from Table 4.2, and the refractive index of water is taken as 

1.33. The agreement between calculated and measured results is good.
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Fig. 4.17. Transmitted spectra of the samples immersed in water. The vertical bars are the 

calculated resonant wavelengths. The grating taper parameters are shown in Table 4.2.
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Due to using a small wavelength range for plotting pictures, the spectra in Fig.

4.17 conceal one important feature, which is shown in Fig. 4.18. Comparison between 

the transmittance spectra of sample c immersed in air and water reveals a radiation- 

coupling induced transmission dip, which lies at the edge of the radiation-coupling 

continuum and is -2 0  nm wide. In subsection 4.1.2, we have discussed this coupling, 

whose spectral position can be expressed by Eqn. (4.10).
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Fig. 4.18. Transmittance spectra of sample c immersed in (a) air and (b) water with a

resolution of 1 nm.

In Fig. 4.18, the coupling occurring at the edge of the radiation continuum is 

found to be stronger than the guided mode couplings. It has a discem able spectral 

width and a high sensitivity to the surrounding medium, which suggests applications 

in the area of refractometric sensing. The oscillations appearing to the left of this dip 

are due to an etalon effect associated with the fiber butt coupling and can be removed 

by fusion splicing. And the water absorption induced transmission dip, which should 

be around 1390 nm, is much weaker than the grating coupling features.

Furthermore, the transmission spectra of sample c immersed in different 

Cargille optical liquids are also measured and shown in Fig. 4.19.
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Fig. 4.19. Transmitted spectra of sample c immersed in different Cargille optical oils.

Cauchy dispersion equations [Jenkins 81] are used to provide the refractive 

index of the Cargille optical liquids at the experimental wavelengths. The external 

refractive index changes from 1.400 to 1.420 in going from curve (a) to (f), and the 

radiation coupling induced transmission dip moves towards longer wavelengths. Their 

resonant wavelengths are plotted in Fig. 4.20 as a function of the external refractive 

index (squares). The error bars represent the bandwidths of the transmission dips. The 

measured resonant wavelengths of the coupling to the LP0i and LP0 2 modes, which 

have the narrowest spectral feature in transmission spectra, are also shown in the top 

part of Fig. 4.20 using squares.
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refractive index. The error bars represented the bandwidths. The solid lines were the

calculated results.



In Fig. 4.20, all the measured resonant wavelengths fit well with the calculated 

results, which are shown by the solid curves and obtained from Eqns. (4.6), (4.7), and 

(4.10). In the calculation, the grating taper parameters in Table 4.2 are used. It is 

apparent that the coupling occurring at the edge of the radiation continuum has a 

higher sensitivity to the external refractive index than guided mode coupling. This is 

due to the fact that the radiation wave expands more widely into the external medium 

and brings more information about the external medium. In addition, this sensitivity is 

constant over a large range from next = 1 to 1.41, whose upper limit is determined by 

the ability to discern the transmission dip. The resonant condition of the radiation 

coupling, Eqn. (4.7), can be approximately expressed as:

Ag = K  U g , D, nes, ) + nm ]A = (nsilka + nex, )A , (4.11)

so that,

d \ / dna  s* A (4.12)

Scheme Sensitivity Q Factor Anext (RIU*)

FBG <100 (nm/RIU) - 1 0 , 0 0 0 5xlO 'J

LPG -2 ,000 (nm/RIU) -5 0 1x 1 0 "

Tilted FBG - - l x lO ' 1

SPR -50,000 (nm/RIU) - 1 0 2 x 1

Au Grating Taper -500  (nm/RIU) -5 0

oT“HX

Tab! e 4.3. Characteristics of various fiber refractometers.

* RIU, refractive index unit

Table 4.3 compares the characteristics of different fiber refractometer sensor 

devices, which include UV written fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) in side-polished 

schemes [Schroeder 01], fiber long period gratings (LPG) [James 03], tilted FBGs 

[Laffont 01], and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) fiber tapers [Diez 01]. For fiber 

Bragg grating and long period grating sensors, the high sensitivities are only obtained 

over a limited refractive index range where the excited backward (Bragg grating) or 

forward (long period grating) mode expands widely. For fiber Bragg grating sensors, 

in order to discern the narrow transmission dips, expensive spectrometric facilities are 

needed. That is another disadvantage for this device. The tilted FBG refractometers 

have oblique grating fringes in fiber cores and exploit radiation-mode coupling.
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However, serious mixing with cladding mode coupling hampers their practical 

application [Erdogan 96]. As for SPR fiber taper sensors, which make use of surface 

plasmon resonance properties in metal-coated tapers, they only work in a narrow 

refractive index range, although with a very high sensitivity [Homola 99].

In Table 4.3, the sensitivity is defined as cIXr /dnext, Q factor is Xr  / AX, and 

Anext is the working range of the refractometric sensor. Here, Xr denotes the resonant 

wavelength, and AX is the typical spectral width.

Apart from the backward mode coupling discussed above, there is another 

consequence of the loss of cylindrical symmetry in our Au grating tapers. That is the 

introduction of polarization dependence. The setup used to study this characteristic is 

shown in Fig. 4.21. Supercontinuum light was first passed through a polarizing cube 

beamsplitter (extinction ratio 40 dB) and launched into a conventional single mode 

fiber. A rotatable fiber coil polarization controller was applied to this fiber and 

allowed adjustment of the polarization state. One fiber optic circulator and two optical 

spectrum analyzers (OSAs) were connected as shown in Fig. 4.12 and used to 

measure transmitted and reflected spectra. The polarizing cube beamsplitter was fixed 

during experiment, so that the coupling efficiency into the fiber end was constant 

during the measurement.

Supercontinuum
Source o N o O O P

Pol. Controller _
Pol. Cube

(reflection)

OSA

(transmission)

OSA Au Grating 
Taper

Fig. 4.21. Setup used to study polarization dependence.

Fig. 4.22 shows the measured transmission and reflection spectra in two 

different input polarization states (black and red curves). A grating taper sample with 

a Au thickness of 40 nm was used. The transmission dips and reflection peaks 

represent the mode coupling caused by this grating. The spectra demonstrate a strong 

dependence on input polarization.
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Due to the coiled pigtails in the input and output of the circulator, to the black 

and red curves, we do not know the exact direction of the input polarization compared 

with the Au grating strips. However, one possible explanation for this large difference, 

~10dB, between the spectra for the two input polarization states is as follows: when 

the input polarization direction is parallel to the Au strips (i.e. horizontal), the metal 

absorption is enhanced, so that the intensity of the transmitted and reflected light 

decreases. This phenomenon is analogous to the polarization dependence described in 

a metal-coated slab waveguide [Sarid 81], where TM modes suffer much weaker 

attenuation than TE modes.
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Fig. 4.22. Transmitted (A)(B) and reflected (C)(D) spectra measured at two different 

polarization states (black and red curves). (B) and (D) were the magnified views of (A) and 

(C) respectively. The measurement resolution was l nm.

4.2.4 Summary

When a longitudinal Bragg grating is created on the surface of a micron-scale 

fiber taper, the overlap of the evanescent field with the grating structure causes a 

number of mode couplings. This has been studied in gold Bragg grating fiber tapers 

fabricated using interference lithography and metal lift-off techniques. This is the first 

example of producing longitudinal structures along micron-scale fiber tapers. The 

spectral characteristics have been measured and treated theoretically. The backward 

coupling to guided and radiation modes and its variation with the refractive index of
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the external medium have been studied. A feature occurring at the edge of the 

radiation coupling continuum shows a high sensitivity to the external medium index 

and an application in refractometric sensing has been presented.

4.3 Fiber tapers with surface corrugation Bragg gratings

In contrast to last section, this section describes a study of a fiber taper with a 

surface corrugation Bragg grating. The reflection properties suggest applications in 

optical fiber filtering.

4.3.1 Working principles
In the absence of a large permittivity contrast such as that between gold and 

air, mode coupling in a surface grating fiber taper will be very weak due to the small 

field overlap. Decreasing the taper diameter is a solution but not a good one, since 

fabrication in a thin fiber taper is a big challenge and only shallow surface structures 

can be made due to the limit of resist thickness and mechanical robustness. Therefore, 

in surface corrugated tapers, strong dips in transmission spectra are not expected. This 

section will thus investigate the reflected spectral properties and deal with mode 

couplings under the “weak coupling” assumption [Erdogan 97].

Fig. 4.23 shows a fiber taper with a grating taper waist and an adiabatic 

transition. In the waist part, the input fundamental mode, which is converted from the 

core mode of the un-tapered fiber via the adiabatic transition, is coupled into a variety 

o f backward modes by a cylindrically asymmetric surface corrugation grating. 

Amongst all the excited modes, only the backward fundamental mode is ultimately 

converted into the core mode of the input fiber; other modes are converted into 

cladding modes and strongly damped due to the lossy interface between the silica 

fiber and polymer coating [Love 8 6 ]. In this way, the grating taper waist acts as a 

functional part and the adiabatic transition works as a filter, which removes all 

unwanted backward high-order modes.
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Fig. 4.23. Schematic diagram of a surface grating fiber taper.

Considering only the backward fundamental mode, the resonant condition of a 

Bragg grating can be expressed as,

A *= 2A  -neff (4.13)

where Xr is the resonant wavelength, A is the grating period, and nejf = /% / ko is the 

effective modal index.

In order to enrich the spectral response of a Bragg grating, a variation of the 

resonant wavelength along the grating is favourable; otherwise the reflection spectrum 

will be just a peak. However, introducing variations in the grating period is difficult 

[Xu 95]. Suggested by Eqn. (4.13), we decided to vary the effective modal index, nejf, 

along the grating and keep the grating period A constant. This can be done via altering 

the taper diameter along a surface corrugation grating taper. In this way, the effective 

modal index and the coupling coefficient become functions of the axial coordinate z. 

Flexible manipulation of the reflection spectrum then becomes possible.
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Fig. 4.24. Calculated diameter dependence of (a) effective modal index and (b) coupling

coefficient.
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Fig. 4.24 shows the dependence of the effective modal index and the coupling 

coefficient on the taper diameter. The curves in Fig. 4.24 are calculated at a 

wavelength of 1.5 pm, and we assume that a semi-circular groove (see schematic 

diagram in Fig. 4.25) is etched on the surface with a depth of 100 nm. The calculation 

methods of the effective modal index of the eigen-mode and the coupling coefficient 

have been introduced in chapter 2 and Eqn. (4.3), respectively. From Fig. 4.24, it is 

clear that only when the taper diameter decreases to the micron scale, do the diameter 

dependences become significant. For example, when the taper diameter decreases 

from 10 pm to 6  pm, the effective modal index has a change of 0.007, which is bigger 

than the refractive index difference between the core and the cladding of a 

conventional SMF-28 fiber. This big adjustment range provides a freedom to flexibly 

manipulate the resonant condition of Eqn. (4.13).

Experimentally, the diameter variation in a fiber taper is limited by another 

factor: if the diameter along the taper is non-uniform, the thickness of the resist film 

applied on the taper will vary, so that the quality of the interference lithographic 

patterns will be degraded.

4.3.2 Theoretical treatment
Fig. 4.25 shows a sketch of the variable-diameter grating fiber taper. The taper 

diameter D  is a function of the axial coordinate z. The grating period is constant in the 

range from z = 0 to L. The etch grooves are assumed to be semi-circular.

Fig. 4.25. (a) Longitudinal and (b) cross sectional views of a variable-diameter grating fiber

taper.

In reflection spectra, only the coupling between two contra-propagating 

fundamental modes needs to be considered. These two modes are respectively 

expressed as,
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E f (x ,y , z )  = Ay(z)exp[i f A  (z ')J z ’]e/ (x,};,z) (4.14a)

Efc (*, y , z )  = Ah(z ) exp [-i £  yfl0 (z1 )dz']efc (*, y, z) (4.14b)

where, e f J} represent normalized fundamental modes, j3o(z) is the mode propagation

constant, and Afb{z) is the field amplitude.

W ith the “weak coupling” assumption,

|A , ( z ) |« |A , |  (4.15)

the coupling equation is given by,

— = —~ ~ exp H  ^o (z 'M z ']ex p [/2 |^^ 0(z ')^z ']^(z) (4.16)

where the effective modal index is nejf (z) = po{z) / ko and the coupling coefficient is 

k { z )  = - 1̂ 1 L  f A£(x , y , z ) [ e f ( x , y , z ) x h b* (x ,y , z ) ] -a zdA (4.17a)
4 A . J

[e7 (x, y , z) x  h ,* (*, y, z)] • a ^ A  = 1 (4.17b)

The reflectivity of the grating taper is given by

R(X) =
Ab(z =  0 ) 2

A)
(4.18)

and is a function of the taper diameter profile

R{X) = a {D {z ) )  (4.19)

4.3.3 Device description
Using the taper rig developed by Tim Birks et al, any monotonically 

decreasing taper diameter profile can be produced [Birks 92]. Three types of taper 

sample with different diameter profile were produced:

•  Type I: uniform taper diameter;

•  Type II: V-shaped taper diameter;

•  Type III: linearly decreasing taper diameter.

Planar fabrication processes, like those described in subsection 4.1.1, were 

then carried out. Fig. 4.26 shows the flow chart for these processes.
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Fig. 4.26. Flow chart of the fabrication process.

After NiCr deposition and resist dip coating on a fiber taper, a uniform Bragg 

grating in a resist layer was produced by interference exposure and development. 

After removing the NiCr layer between the resist strips by wet etching, reactive ion 

etchings with trifluoromethane (CHF3 ) and an inductively coupled plasma source 

were used to create surface corrugations on the taper. An Oxford Plasmalab 80 plus 

ICP system was used. The flow rate of the CHF3 gas was 7 seem (standard cubic 

centimetres per minute), the forward power was 50 W, the ICP power was 500 W, the 

DC Bias was 180 V, the chamber pressure was 5 mbar, the strike pressure was 30 

mbar, and the ramp rate of the pressure was 8 . The etch rate to pure silica is around 14 

nm/min.

Finally, the residual resist and NiCr were removed. Fig. 4.27 shows a scanning 

electron micrograph of a grating fiber taper of type I. The -10  mm-long grating lies in 

the middle of the uniform-diameter taper waist, which is 20 mm long. The two taper 

transitions are 20 mm long. The measured waist diameter and grating period are 9.72 

pm and 522.4 nm, respectively. From the known etch rate (<14 nm/min for the sub- 

micron-wide trenches) and time (-14 minutes), the depth of the etched grooves is 

estimated to be between 150 and 2 0 0  nm.

M H K .  - 1
Fig. 4.27. Scanning electron micrograph of a surface corrugation grating taper.
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Constant period surface corrugation Bragg gratings were also produced on two 

variable-diameter taper waists (type II and III). The grating periods of these two 

samples are 521.8 nm (type II) and 533.6 nm (type III), respectively. A series o f SEM 

images were then taken to determine the taper diameter profiles in the grating regions, 

which are shown in Fig. 4.28.
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Fig. 4.28. Diameter profiles in the grating regions of (a) type II and (b) type III tapers.

4.3.4 Spectral measurements and analysis
Measurements were made using an ultrabroadband supercontinuum source, 

generated from an endlessly single mode photonic crystal fiber (ES-PCF), an optical 

circulator and two optical spectral analysers (OSAs). (see Fig. 4.12)
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Fig. 4.29. Transmittance (upper curve) and reflectivity (lower curve) spectra of the type I 

sample. A measurement resolution of 0.5 nm was used.
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Fig. 4.29 shows the transmittance and reflectivity spectra of the sample of type 

I (see the SEM image in Fig. 4.27). First of all, it is clear that there is no dip appearing 

in the transmittance spectrum, and the ~0 dB transmittance verifies the “weak 

coupling” supposition used in the previous theoretical treatment. Note that this is the 

total transmission loss after all processing steps. Secondly, multiple peaks appear in 

the reflectivity spectrum due to coupling to different backward modes. The FW HM  of 

the main peak is -0 .7  nm for a measurement resolution of 0.5 nm. Using the measured 

taper diameter (D = 9.72 pm ) and grating period (A = 522.4 nm), the calculated 

resonant wavelengths of the corresponding modes are shown in Fig. 4.29 and agree 

with these reflection peaks, which are all located on the shorter wavelength side of the 

main peak. The strength of the coupling to high-order modes is suppressed by at least 

10 dB comparing with the coupling to the fundamental mode. This is ascribed to the 

filtering effect of the adiabatic taper transition on high-order modes, as described 

previously. In another sample prepared with a longer, therefore more adiabatic, taper 

transition of 25 mm, a higher suppression of 20 dB had been obtained.

For diameter-variable grating fiber tapers (type II and III), Figs. 4.30 a and b 

show the measured (M) and calculated (C) reflectivity spectra of the samples. The 

non-uniform waist diameter profiles cause broadening of the reflection peaks to 5.2 

nm and 3.7 nm, respectively.

 — .................  ' ■— -----■----------------  -qu-i------------------ 1-'— i—  -------------
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Fig. 4.30. Measured (upper curves) and calculated (lower curves) reflection spectra of 

samples of (a) type II and (b) type III.

In Fig. 4.30a, the V-shaped diameter profile of the taper of type II produces 

many dips in the spectrum. The reflected components from the two sides of the V-
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shaped grating waist add constructively or destructively. In the calculation, the 

measured diameter profile (Fig. 4.28a) and the grating period (A = 521.8 nm) are used. 

The etched grooves are assumed to be semi-circular, and the width of the etched strip 

is 50% of the grating period. The etch depth of the grating is adjusted for obtaining 

agreement with measurement.

For the sample of type III, the interference effect between two sides of the 

grating region disappeared. However, the sum of the reflected components is still 

dependent on the wavelength. For different wavelengths, the reflection occurs in 

different grating regions with different intensity. Therefore, undulations can still be 

found in the spectrum of Fig. 4.30b, although they become more separated and 

shallower than those in Fig. 4.30a. The calculation in Fig. 4.30b uses the diameter 

profile shown in Fig. 4.28b and the grating period of A = 533.6 nm.

Fig. 4.31 schematically illustrates the effects discussed above.

ype II Grating Tapei

Type III Grating Taper 

Fig. 4.31. Interferometric sums of reflected fields at different wavelengths in grating tapers of

(a) type II and (b) type III.

The results from these three surface grating taper samples experimentally 

verify the principle presented in subsection 4.2.1. Novel control to the spectral 

properties of an optical filter device is achieved by altering the shape of the fiber taper, 

which is much easier than varying the grating period. In this way, the reflection 

spectrum becomes a function of the diameter profile (Eqn. 4.19).
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4.3.5 Summary
This section has presented a second example of producing longitudinal 

structures along micron-scale fiber tapers. A reflection-based optical fiber filter has 

been fabricated by writing a surface corrugation Bragg grating on a fiber taper. The 

grating taper waist and the adiabatic taper transition play the roles of functional part 

and unwanted mode remover, respectively. The reflection spectrum can be 

manipulated by altering the shape of the fiber taper. This method of using a constant 

grating period and a variable taper diameter is much more straightforward and easier 

than writing a variable-period grating.

4.4 Conclusions

Transferring planar fabrication processing techniques to the curved surface of 

a micron-scale fiber taper poses a challenge. In this chapter, we have described a 

suitable technology. As examples, two devices with Bragg gratings along micron- 

scale fiber tapers have been described. Their possible applications as refractometric 

sensors and optical fiber filters were presented.
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Chapter 5 

Other Longitudinal Structures on Fiber 

Tapers

5.1 Introduction

The last chapter presents methods for creating Bragg gratings on fiber tapers. 

Using the interference lithography technique, periodic patterns were produced. But, if 

more complicated patterns are required, other fabrication techniques, such as contact 

optical lithography and focused ion beam milling, have to be adopted. This chapter 

presents the application of these two techniques to fiber tapers. The motivation is, still, 

to explore applications as fiber taper devices.

5.2 Contact optical lithography technique applied to fiber tapers 

(long period gratings)

5.2.1 Contact optical lithography technique
As mentioned in chapter 3, contact optical lithography [Shon-Roy 98] can deal 

with various patterns previously produced on photo masks. Its minimum feature size 

is limited by optical diffraction. W hen light irradiates an aperture in a photo mask, the 

width of the transmitted beam expands behind the aperture as shown in Fig. 5.1. If we 

want to weaken this influence of optical diffraction, a resist layer must be put in close 

proximity to the photo mask. However, this requirement is hard to be fulfilled for 

fiber tapers. The curved surface of fiber tapers is intrinsically not compatible with a 

planar photo mask. Therefore, applying contact optical lithography to fiber tapers will 

suffer severe diffraction problems and can only produce large-sized features.
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Fig. 5.1. Expansion of the beam behind the photo-mask causes optical diffraction problem in 

(a) a planar sample and (b) a fiber taper sample.

5.2.2 Fabrication of long period grating fiber taper

Long period gratings have been fabricated along fiber tapers using contact 

optical lithography technique [Shon-Roy 98].

Firstly, a photo mask was produced on a glass slide following the flow chart 

shown in Fig. 5.2. A 200 nm thick of NiCr layer was deposited on the glass slide, and 

then photolithography and wet etching were applied.

200nm NiCr deposition 
on a glass slice resist spin coating

resist removal NiCr wet etching

alignment exposure 
resist development

Fig. 5.2. Flow chart of process used to produce photo-masks.

The resulted photo mask had a grating period of 200 pm and a filling fraction 

of -50%  as shown in Fig. 5.3.
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Exposing Radiation

T T T ▼
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Fig. 5.3. Photo-micrograph of the photo-mask.

In the next step, a fiber taper with a uniform-diameter and several-cm-length 

waist was mounted on a microscope slide (see Fig. 4.1). Photo resist dip coating was 

applied. Aligning this fiber taper with the photo mask (see Fig. 5.4), we produced 

periodic resist rings in the taper waist region after exposure and development. These 

rings were approximately radially symmetric, since the exposing light can penetrate 

the transparent fiber taper and illuminate the resist on the backside.

Exposing Radiation

n  i m  h

™ Taper
R e s i s f  ^

Fig. 5.4. Exposure of the LPG fiber taper.

In the development step, the resist on both ends of the taper was removed, so 

that two more resist dip coatings, which stopped near the edges of the grating, were 

required after that. The newly applied resist layer protected the fiber taper in the 

subsequent HF etching step and determined the length of the grating area.

Finally, after HF etching and resist removal, a periodic modulation of the taper 

diameter was left in the taper waist. Fig. 5.5 showed the photo micrograph of this long 

period grating fiber taper. In order to enhance the colour contrast, this picture was 

taken before resist removal. The taper diameter, D, was 12 pm, the grating period, A,
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was 200 pm, the grating length, L, was 11 mm (corresponding to 55 periods), and the 

etch depth, d, was -0.3 pm.

Resist Silica
———| 1

Fig. 5.5. Photo micrograph of the long period grating taper sample. D = 12 pm, A = 200 nm,

L = 11 mm, d = 0.3 pm.

5.2.3 Theoretical treatment and spectral characterisation

Due to the radial symmetry of the etched grooves, this long period grating 

taper shows small polarization dependence; grating induced mode couplings occur 

only amongst forward LPom modes. The resonant wavelength can be expressed as a 

function of the grating period and the taper diameter:

AR = A [ « 0 (AR , D) -  nm (AR , £>)] (5.1)

where, nm is the effective modal index of the LP0m mode.

Fig. 5.6a is the transmission spectrum of the sample shown in Fig. 5.5. 

Coupling between the fundamental mode and the LP02 mode occurs at a wavelength 

of 888.5 nm. The bandwidth of the transmission dip, -3 0  nm, is consistent with the 

relation AA ~ 2Ar IN  [Erdogan 97], where Ar is the resonant wavelength and N  = 55 is 

the number of periods. By controlling the etch depth, the depth of the transmission dip 

can increase. Fig. 5.6b shows the transmission spectrum of another sample, where a 

depth greater than 15 dB is observed. The parameters of this LPG taper sample are 

shown in Fig. 5.6b.
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Fig. 5.6. Transmission spectra of (a) the sample shown in Fig. 5.5 and (a) a new sample.
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A series of LPG taper samples had been made with different taper diameter 

and grating period. Fig. 5.7 shows the calculated (solid curves) and measured (solid 

dots) resonant wavelengths. Only the coupling between the LP0i and LP02 modes is 

considered. In calculations, Eqn. (5.1) is used. The fit between the calculated and 

measured values is very good.
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Fig. 5.7. Resonant wavelengths of LPG fiber tapers as a function of grating period A and 

taper diameter D. The calculated curves are based on Eqn. (5.1). The measured values are

shown by solid circles.

5.2.4 Summary

Due to serious optical diffraction problems, the application of contact optical 

lithography on a fiber taper is only suitable for producing large-sized features. Using 

this technique together with HF etching, radially symmetric long period grating 

grooves have been written on the surface of fiber tapers. These devices can be used as 

wide band filters [Vengsarkar 96] and optical sensors [Chiang 00]. The LPG fiber 

tapers fabricated with lithographic technique have the merit of small polarization 

dependence, compared with those produced by CO2 laser heating [Kakarantzas 02].
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5.3 Focused Ion Beam milling technique applied to fiber tapers 

(micro-cavities)

5.3.1 Focused Ion Beam milling technique
Focused Ion Beam (FIB) milling is a powerful tool for producing high- 

resolution deep features in various substrates [Gierak 99]. It can write arbitrary 

patterns with small feature size (-10  nm [Gamo 97]) and without a mask. In ref. 

[Gibson 05], the application of FIB milling in silica fiber has proven to be successful. 

Here, we use this technique to write micro-cavity structures along fiber tapers. 

Numerical simulations and initial fabrication trials are demonstrated, although 

spectral measurements have not been carried out due to bad fabrication qualities.

5.3.2 FDTD simulations
Before fabrication, it is useful to anticipate optical responses of the proposed 

micro-cavity structured fiber tapers. This can be done using a commercial FDTD 

[Taflove 97] simulation package, OptiFDTD [OptiFDTD 5.0].

It— 1^-pl  br—=) — rJ

TaperAir Cylinder

Fig. 5.8. Sketch of the first simulated structure. Air cylinders are arranged along the fiber

tapers.

Fig. 5.8 shows the first simulated micro-cavity structure, which consists o f two 

reflectors and one cavity. The taper diameter is 2 |im , the cavity length, L, is 800 nm, 

and each reflector extremity consists of four periodically arranged air cylinders with 

the diameter of d = 400 nm and the period of A = 600 nm.

OptiFDTD automatically generated a transverse modal field distribution for 

this waveguide and launched it into the micro-cavity structure from the input plane 

shown in Fig. 5.8. The input polarization was set to be perpendicular to the direction 

of the air cylinders. The time variation of the input wave was modulated with a
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Gaussian pulse of the required bandwidth. Two on-axis observation points (T and R in 

Fig. 5.8) were set in front of and behind the micro-cavity structure respectively. The 

field evolutions recorded at these two points were used to calculate the transmittance 

and reflectivity spectra through a Fourier transformation processing [Mekis 96].
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Fig. 5.9. Transmittance (upper curve) and reflectivity (lower curve) spectra of the structure

shown in Fig. 5.8.

Fig. 5.9 shows this transmittance and reflectivity spectra. The expected micro

cavity spectral features, for example a narrow peak in transmission spectrum and a 

narrow dip in reflection spectrum [Foresi 97], do not appear. This might be ascribed 

to the curved surfaces of the air cylinders: most of the reflected waves from the air 

cylinder surfaces are off-axial and coupled to radiation or high-order modes; they do 

not interfere with the reflected components from other air cylinders; so that the micro

cavity spectral features do not appear.

A second micro-cavity taper structure, in which air cylinders are substituted by 

infinite air slices, is shown in Fig. 5.10. Now, all transverse interfaces between silica 

and air are planar and normal to the propagation direction. The reflected waves will 

thereby not be scattered to off-axial directions.
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In p u t  P lane

TaperAir Plate

Fig. 5.10. Sketch of the second simulated structure. Infinite air slices vertically insert the fiber

taper.

Assuming the taper diameter to be 4 pm, the thickness of the air slices to be 

391.6 nm, the period to be 661.8 nm, and the cavity length to be 941.6 nm, the 

simulated transmittance and reflectivity spectra are shown in Fig. 5.11. The spectral 

characteristics of a micro-cavity are revealed.
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Fig. 5.11 . Transmittance (black) and reflectivity (red) spectra of the structure shown in Fig.

5.10.

Taking into account the practical fabrication limitation, air slots with a width 

of 3 pm rather than infinite air slices are used in Fig. 5.12. Here, the taper diameter is 

4 jam, the air slot thickness is 395 nm, the period is 667 nm, and the cavity length is 

951 nm. The input polarization is parallel to the direction of the air slots. Fig. 5.13 

shows the simulated spectra, where the micro-cavity spectral characteristics are
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retained. In all above simulations, the mesh size was set to be 30 nm for obtaining a 

good numerical precision [Taflove 97].
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Fig. 5.12. Sketch of the third simulated structure. The infinite air slices in Fig. 5.10 are 

substituted by the air slots with width of 3 pm.
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Fig. 5.13. Transmittance (black) and reflectivity (red) spectra of the structure shown in Fig.

5.12.

Comparing Figs. 5.11 and 5.13, we find the width of the pass band of the 

micro-cavity filter becomes broad as the air slot width decreases. This implies that, in 

order to maintain the micro-cavity spectral characteristics, the air slots should be wide 

enough. In fabrication, this requirement constitutes a trade-off with the demand of 

mechanical robustness.

5.3.3 Fabrication

The fabrication can be separated into two stages: preparation of fiber tapers 

and FIB milling.
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In the first stage, a fiber taper was made and mounted on a microscope slide. 

An appropriate taper tension was introduced in the mounting step, so that the 

freestanding taper would not drift during FIB milling. However, too strong a tension 

would make the taper fragile and likely to snap. The mounting step was therefore very 

crucial. In experiments, we did this fiber stretching process by adding a drop of glue 

in the suspending part of the fiber taper.

After preparation of the fiber taper, a layer of NiCr was deposited on the top to 

make sample electrical conductive. Then, FIB milling was carried out in School of 

Physics of University of Exeter with the assistance of Dr. Andy Murray and Prof. Bill 

Barnes. A combined FIB/SEM system (FEI’s DualBeam™) was used. The etch rate 

was around 1 pm 3/min.

The FIB milling machine could completely drill through our thin tapers, but 

taper snapping occurred frequently. Fig. 5.14 shows a row of holes in a 1.77 pm- 

diameter fiber taper. The bright dot in the middle of each hole verifies that the holes 

have been drilled through.

Fig. 5.14. Scanning electron micrograph of drilled holes on a fiber taper.

Fig. 5.15 shows a scanning electron micrograph of a micro-cavity structured 

fiber taper. The taper diameter is 3.1 pm, the air slots have a width of 850 nm and a 

thickness of 425 nm, the period is 730 nm, and the cavity length is 1.04 pm. 

Comparing with the required sizes shown in Fig. 5.12, more efforts are still needed to 

make these air slots wider.

Due to the poor fabrication quality and the unsuccessful handling, the fiber 

taper shown in Fig. 5.15 broke when we tried to remove its NiCr coating. Hence, the 

optical characterisation to this sample had not been carried out yet.
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Fig. 5.15. Scanning electron micrograph of drilled square holes on a fiber taper.

5.3.4 Summary
FIB milling has shown potentials for producing longitudinal structures directly 

in fiber tapers. The advantage of this technique is its high resolution and ability to 

etch deep trenches. Preliminary works in simulation and fabrication are promising, 

but more effort is still needed to produce a real device. The drawback of this device is 

its fragility, which also makes fabrication difficult.

5.4 Conclusions

Contact optical lithography and focused ion beam milling techniques have 

been used to form longitudinal structures along fiber tapers. Using contact optical 

lithography and HF etching, long period radially symmetrical groove gratings have 

been produced on the surface of fiber tapers. This radial symmetry helps eliminate 

polarization dependence in devices. However, due to serious optical diffraction, this 

technique is only suitable for large-sized features. On the other hand, with the high 

resolution and deep etching capability of the FIB milling, producing sophisticated 

structures directly in fiber tapers has been explored. Numerical simulations and trial 

fabrication have been done. But, more research is still needed to overcome the taper 

snapping problem before a real device can be made.
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Chapter 6

Internal Excitation and Superfocusing 

of Surface Plasmon Polaritons on an 

Apertureless Silver-Coated Fiber Tip

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents our studies to another tapered optical fiber device: an 

apertureless silver-coated fiber tip. The goal was to obtain field concentration at the 

silver apex based on surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). This phenomenon is known 

as superfocusing. The excitation of SPPs from fiber waveguide modes via this device 

is studied theoretically.

The first section briefly explains SPPs and the superfocusing phenomenon in 

metallic tips. Their applications in scanning near-field optical microscopy and the idea 

of internally exciting SPPs in a finite thick silver-coated fiber tip are also presented. 

The subsequent three sections investigate this internal excitation and superfocusing 

using analytical and numerical methods. The last section summarizes our conclusions.

6.1.1 Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)
Following the pioneering work of Ritchie [Ritchie 57], surface plasmon 

polaritons (SPPs) have been widely recognized in the field of surface science. SPP are 

charge density waves on the surface of materials with free electrons (metals, plasmas, 

etc.) coupled to the electromagnetic field and propagating along the interface of this 

conductor and a dielectric medium. It is possible to excite SPPs via light if 

appropriate phase-matching conditions are satisfied. In order to solve out SPP modes 

on surface of metal, M axw ell’s theory is used, and the dielectric function of metals 

can be fitted using a Lorentz-Drude model [Rakic 98].
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The properties of SPP waves are strongly dependent on geometry [Maier 06]. 

For the simplest case of a single flat interface, the wave profiles and the wave vectors 

of SPPs are schematically shown in Fig. 6.1. Here, a TM field is confined at the 

metal-dielectric boundary with tangential wave-vector of [Burnstein 74],

^ = k 4 - r Z T ' or ^ = k4  ( 61)\ ^ + S 2

where ko is the free-space wave vector, £\ is the metal dielectric constant, £2 and £ 3  are 

the dielectric constants of the surrounding media.

Dielectric (e2) fir.

Metal ( î) I " Metal (t*i)

+
Dielectric (£3)

fir

P P:
I «

(a)

p ,

p (b)

P:
Pi 3

Fig. 6.1. SPPs at flat metal-dielectric interfaces in (a) real and (b) wave vector spaces.

When the single interface is transformed to a double-interface geometry as 

shown in Fig. 6.1a, the SPP fields in two single-interface structures are constructively 

or destructively superposed (Fig. 6.1a), and two hybrid SPP modes with wave vectors 

of p\ and Pi are formed (Fig. 6.1b). In the wave vector coordinate shown in Fig. 6.1b, 

the degeneracy of fin  and /fo, supposing £ 2  = £3 , is lifted. The two branches of p\ and 

Pi can be expressed as [Sarid 81]:

/g , + -J / ? 2 -fc„2 c 2 /g 2 V/ff2 - * 0 2g, /g , - k 02£, /g ,

■[p2̂  kje,/e, -  J p 2 - t 02g2 /e2 -  f e , - ] p 2 -  /g3 (6.2)

= exp ( - 2  a j p 2 - - k j e ,)
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where a is the metal thickness. As a decreases, the separation between J3\ and p i  

increases.

As an example, for a silver film, Fig. 6.2 shows the variation of « i ,2 = yft,2 / &o 

with silver thickness at a wavelength of 1.55 jum.

2.0 I

1.8 I
^  1.6 \
C \

£  1-4 \  [ e 1«s /( e 1+e3) ] 1'2

1.2- e,c2 / (s,4^ )  f 2 \

1.0-
■ " " t— ■■ - t - ■ r  ■ - ' ----r ■—»■-- r  ---*" “

0 10 20 30 40 50
s i l v e r  t h i c k n e s s  a  (n m )

Fig. 6.2. Dispersion curves of real part of the effective indices of the SPP modes in a silver 

film. Here e2 = 1, £ 3  = 1.21, X = 1.55 pm, and £] = -103+8i.

The above SPP phenomena have counterparts in cylindrical geometries, where 

the TM polarization corresponds to radial polarization [Al-Bader 92]. Fig. 6.3 shows 

the geometry change from single-interface to double-interface and the superposition 

of the SPP wave profiles in the cylindrical case. The wave vectors of the hybrid SPPs 

in the double-interface geometry split as well. In reference [Prodan 03], it is shown 

that this splitting is analogous to that occurring in a covalent bond: i.e. when two 

isolated atoms approach each other, the superposed modes are formed and the atomic 

energy levels split.
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Fig. 6.3. SPPs at cylindrical metal-dielectric interfaces.

In above discussions, the metal dielectric constant is approximately regarded

as a large negative value, which enables surface guiding of the electromagnetic field.

Considering a realistic metal, the dielectric constant has a non-zero imaginary part,

which signifies dissipation and reduces the propagation length of SPPs. A real

dielectric constant can be expressed with Lorentz-Drude model [Rakic 98]:

€(oj>) = £ (f\co) + £ (b)((0) (6.3)

Here, the first term is the Drude or free-electron term referring to intraband

excitations; the second one is the Lorentz term referring to inter-band transitions.

They have the following forms, respectively:

f  /H JL f  CO
e 'f \co) = \-  ; °  ;  . 2 / --------  (6.4)

co-+iwT „

where, (Op is the plasma frequency, N  is the number of the oscillators with resonant 

frequency ( O j ,  strength f j ,  and damping constant T). In this chapter, our investigations 

concentrate on the metal silver in the visible and near-infrared for obtaining a 

relatively small metal dissipation.

6.1.2 SPP Superfocusing on a conical silver tip
As shown in Fig. 6.2, the modal index splitting in a flat silver film causes the 

upper mode branch to rise to infinity as the film is thinned [Nerkararyan 97]. This 

property has an important consequence: as the mode index increases, the effective 

wavelength of the SPP mode, A M P , decreases, and the mode energy is dramatically 

concentrated in both transverse and longitudinal dimensions. This phenomenon is
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known as superfocusing and has a counterpart in the cylindrical geometry [Stockman 

04]. Moreover, in the planar geometry shown in Fig. 6.1, the SPP superfocusing is 

only dependent on the film thickness; whereas, in the cylindrical geometry shown in 

Fig. 6.3, both the metal thickness and the cylinder radius can influence superfocusing. 

This will be discussed in next sections.

The SPP superfocussing in the cylindrical geometry, for example in a silver 

cone, can be dealt with in a spherical coordinate system with an expansion basis of 

spherical Bessel functions [Babadjanyan 00]. In Fig. 6.4, the origin of the spherical 

coordinate system is set at the apex, the polar axis is set along the axis of the cone, the 

cone apex angle is 2a,  and the regions inside and outside the cone are filled with 

silver (e0  and dielectric (82) respectively. Considering a radially polarized mode, the 

magnetic field has only the azimuthal component (Fkp), and the electric field has both 

radial and zenithal components (Er, E^). Assuming a  «  1 and that the metal 

dissipation is insignificant, the field amplitudes and propagation constant near the 

apex obey following relations [Babadjanyan 00]:

The above results can also be obtained by calculating eigen-modes in a 

cylindrical silver waveguide [Novotny 94]. To corroborate Eqn. (6.5), we use the 

methods described in section 2.2. In the cylindrical coordinate system shown in Fig. 

6.5, the radially-polarized eigen-modes have field components of H^, Er, and Ez.

(6.5)

o

Fig. 6.4. A silver cone (adapted from ref. [Babadjanyan 00]).
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Fig. 6.5. Geometry of a metal cylinder waveguide.

Fig. 6 . 6  shows the field amplitudes in the outer vicinity of the silver surface as 

a function of radius a. The effective modal index, nej j=  fl/ko, is also plotted. Here, we 

have made energy normalization to the calculated eigen-mode. This means that the 

metal dissipation is ignored and the mode energy for different radius a is same.

As a approaches zero, the asymptotic behaviours of the field amplitudes and 

the modal index, which are linearly fitted in Fig. 6 .6 , are consistent with Eqn. (6.5). 

The parameters used in the calculations are: £] = -56+3i, 8 2= 1, and Aq = 1.06 pm.

E | -  a '148r1

-0 .9 7

100
ra d iu s  a  (nm)

Fig. 6 .6 . Effective modal index and field amplitudes in the outer vicinity of the silver surface

as a function of the radius a.

6.1.3 Scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM)

SPP superfocusing at a silver tip can find applications in scanning near-field 

optical microscopy. In order to explain how, a brief review of SNOM is given as 

follows:
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The central goal of SNOM is to break the diffraction limit in spatial resolution 

and to allow optical imaging and spectroscopy on the nanometer scale [Betzig 91]. 

Most early works on SNOM are based on the transmission of light through a 

nanometer scale hole in an opaque screen [Betzig 92, Pohl 84, Lewis 84], In an Al- 

coated fiber tip, this hole is formed at the apex, and the light transmission through the 

subwavelength aperture will be ultimately limited by mode cut-off [Sanchez 99].

With increasing interest and investigations in SPPs, exciting highly localized 

SPPs in a nano-scale tip nowadays becomes another solution to obtain high-resolution 

near-field optical information [Eckert 00, Milner 01, Sanchez 99]. This idea has been 

realized using external excitation with either direct diffraction-limited illumination 

(Fig. 6.7) [Adam 98] or prism total-internal-reflection illumination (Fig. 6 .8 ) [Ashino 

98]. A localized SPP, which brings high-resolution near-field information, is excited 

in the probe tip, and its energy is finally collected by a detector. The used tip can be 

coated or un-coated with metal.

collecting
fiber

illumination
beam

Pol.

sample

Fig. 6.7. SPP excitation in a direct illumination scheme.

fiber

metal coating 

sample

Pol. prism

/\

illumination
beam

Fig. 6 .8 . SPP excitation in a prism total-internal-reflection scheme.
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However, external excitation configurations have an intrinsic drawback: the 

parasitic far-field light that is not generated from the localized SPPs will mix with the 

near-field signal. Furthermore, in the direct illumination scheme, the SPP excitation is 

strongly dependent on the incident angle and the polarization; in the prism scheme, 

the sample has to be transparent. If SPPs can be excited internally from a fiber wave

guide mode, all the above drawbacks are overcome. Moreover, sample heating during 

measurements will be minimized and the system complexity will be reduced.

Such an internal excitation of SPPs has been proposed in a finite thickness 

apertureless silver-coated fiber tip as schematically shown in Fig. 6.9 [Bouhelier 03, 

Vaccaro 03, Janunts 05]. In all these references, radially polarized modes, whose 

modal field symmetry leads to constructive interference and field enhancement at the 

apex, are suggested. The radially polarized modes can be efficiently generated in free 

space by mode conversion using, for example sectioned phase plates [Grosjean 05, 

Quabis 05].

mode
(confined in fiber)

SPP
(at outer interface)

Fig. 6.9. Schematic of the mode evolution along an apertureless silver-coated fiber tip.

An analytical model was presented in reference [Janunts 05] to describe the 

coupling from a fiber waveguide mode to the SPP on the outer surface of a silver- 

coated fiber tip. However, these authors ignored the metal dissipation, which should 

be substantial, and assumed that the SPP modes confined on the inner and outer silver 

surfaces were nearly isolated. Therefore, the coupling between the outer and inner 

SPP modes was treated with a perturbation assumption. This over-simplified model is 

only suitable for a thick silver coating.
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On the other hand, in references [Bouhelier 03, Vaccaro 03], authors studied 

SPP superfocusing using simulation methods (multiple multipole method [Hafner 90] 

and finite integration technique [Weiland 77], respectively). But, their studies are 

limited to the apex vicinity region and cannot describe the mode conversion occurring 

far away from the apex. This is also the shortcoming of reference [Babadjanyan 00], 

which has been mentioned in subsection 6 . 1 .2 .

In the following sections, we adopt both analytical and numerical methods to 

study this mode conversion process from fiber waveguide modes to the SPP mode on 

an apertureless silver-coated fiber tip. The evolution of the local modal indices as a 

function of the fiber radius is described, the condition that permits SPP excitation 

from fiber waveguide modes is discussed, and four influencing mechanisms during 

this mode conversion are quantitatively dealt with. Our results lead to an improved 

understanding of how an efficient energy transfer to a region far below the diffraction 

limit at the silver apex can be achieved.

6.2 Conversion of Fiber Waveguide Modes to SPP Modes

As shown in the lower part of Fig. 6.3, a cylindrical fiber coated with a silver 

layer has two metal-dielectric interfaces. The silica fiber radius is a , and the outer 

radius is b = a + t, where t is the silver thickness. We separate this double-interface 

waveguide into two single-interface waveguides as shown in Fig. 6.10. The silica 

waveguide (Fig. 6.10b) is buried in silver with radius of a , and the silver waveguide 

(Fig. 6.10c) is surrounded by air with radius of b. £i, 8 2 , and 8 3  are respectively the 

dielectric permittivities of silica, silver and air.

Fig. 6.10. Schematic of (a) silver-coated silica fiber, (b) silica waveguide buried in silver, and

(c) silver waveguide in air.
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Fig. 6 .11 shows the effective modal indices of the radially polarized modes in 

the two single-interface waveguides: the upper curves are the modes of the buried 

silica waveguide (Fig. 6.10b). Many modes can be supported in this waveguide, and 

are labelled as ‘inner-SPP mode’ and ‘TMon m odes’ respectively. The lower curve is 

the mode of the silver waveguide (Fig. 6.10c), and is labelled as ‘outer-SPP mode’. 

Here, the TMon modes have similar field distributions with those TMon modes in the 

usual silica waveguide surrounded by air. As the external medium of the silica 

waveguide gradually changes from silver to air, the modal indices of the TMon modes 

change continuously. The inner- and outer-SPP modes, on the other hand, do not have 

counterparts in a usual silica waveguide. They are surface-guiding modes with most 

of the field distributed inside or outside the silver layer respectively.

inner-SPR

outer-SPP

0> 1.1 Radiation Modes
z

0.9

0.8-t

I I I
go to backward modes

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
R a d iu s  a  (nm )

Fig. 6.11 Effective modal indices of the radially polarized modes in a silica waveguide 

surrounded by silver (upper curves) and a silver waveguide immersed in air (lower curve). 

The radii of these two waveguides are respectively a and b = a + t.

The methods used to calculate these eigen-modes have been introduced in 

section 2.2. In calculations, the following parameters are used: Ao = 1.55 Jim, t = 40 

nm, £] = 2.25 (silica), £2 = -103+8i (Ag), and £3 = 1 (air). In Fig. 6.11, the real parts of 

the effective modal indices are plotted as a function of the radius a. As the radius a 

decreases, all the modes in the buried silica waveguide (Fig. 6.10b) are cut off, and 

the mode energy is transferred to radiation or backward propagating modes. This is 

the situation occurring in an apertured Al-coated fiber tip. On the other hand, the
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modal index of the outer-SPP mode in the silver waveguide (Fig. 6.10c) increases as a 

decreases. Mode Superfocusing occurs at the silver apex.

W e next consider the eigen-modes of the double-interface waveguide shown 

in Fig. 6.10a. Fig. 6.12 plots the modal index variation with radius a for a 40 nm thick 

silver layer.

1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3

cT 1.2
q 1.1

1.0
0.9

outer-SPP
inner-SPR

Radiation Modes

\ / 
anti-crossing

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
R a d iu s  a  (nm )

Fig. 6.12. Effective modal indices of a silver-coated fiber waveguide as a function of a. The 

silver thickness is 40 nm; all other parameters are same with those in Fig. 6.11.

Comparing with Figs. 6.11 and 6.12, a gap appears at each crossing point of 

the modal index curves. This phenomenon is called mode anti-crossing and is due to 

the mode splitting effect mentioned in subsection 6.1.1, which arises from the 

interaction between the modes of the buried silica waveguide (Fig. 6.10b) and those of 

the silver waveguide (Fig. 6.10c). Actually, this mode splitting effect happens in all 

radii a. But, when the two modes have equal modal index, the phase matching 

condition is satisfied, the interaction length of these two modes along the fiber 

increases, and the mode splitting effect is discemable.

Furthermore, due to the mode anti-crossing, the different parts in each mode 

branch show different physical significances. For a large a, the field distribution of the 

mode is similar to that in the buried silica waveguide (Fig. 6.10b); for a small a, the 

mode field distribution is similar to that in the silver waveguide (Fig. 6.10c). This 

property corresponds to the mode conversion from a fiber waveguide mode to the 

outside SPP mode.
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Fig. 6.13. Modal index curves as a function of the radius a. The detailed parameters for each 

picture are described in the text. As a decreases, the inner-SPP in (c) is cut off, whereas those 

in the other panels are converted to outer-SPPs.

In order to study the mode anti-crossing in more detail, calculations with 

different metals, external media, metal thickness and wavelength were made. The real 

parts of the modal indices are plotted as a function of radius a. The curves with 

symbols in Figs. 6.13a-d are the modal index evolutions of the silver- (Figs. 6.13a and
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b) or nickel- (Figs. 6.13c and d) coated fibers surrounded by air (Figs. 6.13a and c) or 

oil (Figs. 6.13b and d). The modal indices of two single-interface waveguides (Figs. 

6.10b and c) are also plotted as solid curves without symbols. The hatched areas 

indicate the radiation mode continua, which lie below the refractive indices of the 

external media. The dielectric constant of silica is 2.25, the surrounding medium is air 

(e = 1) or oil (e = 2), the metal thickness is 80 nm, and the wavelength is 1.55 Jim. At 

this wavelength, the dielectric constants of silver and nickel are -103+8i and -34+46i 

respectively [Rakic 98]. In Figs. 6.13e and f, the metal and external media are silver 

and air respectively. In 6.13e, the silver thickness is decreased to 40 nm; in 6.13f, the 

wavelength is changed to 1.3 jum, so that the silver dielectric constant becomes -72+5i 

[Rakic 98].

The results in Fig. 6.13 illustrate that the mode anti-crossing is affected by the 

choice of metal, external medium, metal thickness, and wavelength. If nickel rather 

than silver is used as the coating, as shown in Fig. 6.13c, the strong absorption from 

the Ni layer weakens the interaction between the outer-SPP and inner-SPP modes. 

The structure can then be regarded as two isolated metal-dielectric interfaces, and the 

mode anti-crossing is suppressed. On the other hand, increasing the external medium 

index increases the penetration depth of the outer-SPP mode in the metal layer and 

enhances the field overlap and the interaction between the outer-SPP and inner-SPP 

modes. The suppressed mode anti-crossing in Fig. 6.13c is revived in Fig. 6.13d. For 

similar reasons, the metal thickness and the wavelength can also influence the mode 

anti-crossing. In Fig. 6.13e, decreasing the silver thickness makes the interaction 

between the outer-SPP and inner-SPP modes stronger. In Fig. 6.13f, changing the 

silver dielectric constant by altering the wavelength makes the anti-crossing gap wider.

Altogether, if the mode anti-crossing appears, the conversion from the mode 

confined inside a fiber waveguide to the SPP mode outside a silver coating can be 

realized in a finite-thickness silver-coated fiber by gradually decreasing the fiber 

radius. The excited outer-SPP mode superfocus as it approaches the apex. In the 

following two sections we will investigate this process.
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6.3 Mode Propagation toward the silver apex

Fig. 6.14 shows a sketch of an apertureless finite-thickness silver-coated fiber 

tip. The inner and outer radii (a and b) are a function of the axial distance from the 

apex, Z- The taper angle is o r-  \da/dz\. Both the taper angle and the silver thickness, f, 

are constant in the range from b{z) = 10 nm to a(z) = ao. The dielectric constants of 

silica and air are 2.25 and 1 respectively.

Fig. 6.14. Sketch of an apertureless finite-thickness silver-coated fiber tip.

6.3.1 Mode projection at the edge of the silver coating
As shown in Fig. 6.14, the silver layer is only coated in the region a < ao- At 

the edge of this silver coating, the input field of the bare fiber is projected onto the 

eigen-mode basis of the silver-coated fiber (inner-SPP, TM0n modes, and radiation).

Assuming the input field is the TM0i mode of the bare fiber, the input energy 

is mostly projected onto the inner-SPP and the TMoi modes of the silver-coated fiber. 

The mode projection efficiencies are dependent on the wavelength, the silver 

thickness, and the value of ao. Fig. 6.15 shows the calculated mode projection 

efficiency P, which is obtained from the following expression [Snyder 83]:

where the subscripts/ and 5  represent the mode of the bare fiber and the silver-coated 

fiber respectively, and the carets indicate the mode normalization.

Fiber Tip

(6 .6)
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Fig. 6.15. Mode projection efficiencies from the input TM0i mode of the bare fiber to the 

inner-SPP (solid symbols) and TM0i (open symbols) modes of the silver-coated fiber. The 

wavelength is (a) 1.55 pm or (b) 1.3 pm. The edge of the silver coating is at the position of a0 

= 5 pm (circle symbols) or a0 = 3 pm (triangle symbols).

Based on the calculations shown in Fig. 6.15, as the silver thickness and 

wavelength increase, more energy is projected onto the inner-SPP mode. Furthermore, 

moving the edge of the silver coating towards the apex also increases the projection 

efficiency onto the inner-SPP mode. Note that, here, we assume the input field to be a 

TMoi mode of the bare fiber.

To precisely determine the input field condition is very complicated and out of 

our investigations. Depending on the mode coupling occurring in the tapered bare 

fiber region before the silver coating, the realistic input field should be a superposition 

of the eigen-modes of the bare fiber. Therefore, more energy will be projected onto 

the high-order modes of the silver-coated fiber, which correspond to the lower mode 

branches in Fig. 6.12.

All the modes excited in the silver-coated fiber region interact with each other 

as they approach the apex. Some part of the mode energy will be transferred to the 

outer-SPP mode via those mode anti-crossings shown in Fig. 6.12. In the next 

subsection, we will discuss this mode coupling effect. The edge of the silver coating is 

assumed to be at ao = 5 pm, which is practical from a fabrication point of view.

6.3.2 Inter-modal coupling
In a non-uniform optical waveguide, due to the loss of translational symmetry, 

energy coupling occurs amongst different local modes, and the inter-modal coupling 

can be analytically treated with coupled-mode theory [Snyder 83].
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Considering a non-absorbing silver-coated fiber tip, i.e. the imaginary part of 

the silver permittivity is assumed to zero, the transverse field distribution in each 

cross section of the fiber tip can be expanded in an orthonormal basis set of the local

modes, e . and h . [Snyder 83]:

E, (*, y, z)  = Y b j y. Pj  (z)l (6-7a)
j

H , (x, y, z ) = Y j b j  ( z )h tj [x, y , (z)] (6.7b)
j

where the subscript t denotes the transverse component, J3j(z) is the propagation 

constant, and bj(z) is the complex amplitude coefficient.

Before mode cut-off, the modal index difference between a forward guided 

mode and a radiation or backward mode is greater than that between two adjacent 

forward guided modes. The couplings from the forward guided mode to the radiation 

and backward modes are weaker than that between forward modes and so that can be 

neglected. The coupled equations can be expressed as:

dbj  /  dz = ip jbj + Y j C jlbl (6.8)
i

where the coupling coefficient between forward modes I and j  is

CJt(z) = — f [ h / x - ^ -  — e * x ^ - ]  a.d'A= f g * g  ^ _ dA(6 9)
" v ' J dz J dz - 4( p ^ p ^ k .  1 ' dz

However, the integral in (6.9) is ambiguous when applied to a silver-coated 

fiber tip. At the silver-dielectric interfaces, dn /dz is a Dirac delta function, and the 

normal components of the electric fields are discontinuous. In appendix A l, we show 

how this problem can be solved by recasting Eqn. (6.9) in the form:

CO£ o  f  r *  * ~  ^ r lC =     [e . -e . + —— ——] dA (6.10)
4 ( P j - P , ) * * -  “ e Me w  dz

where the subscripts z and r represent the longitudinal and radial components of the 

fields, d  is the electric displacement, and £*'V+) is the product of the permittivities on 

both sides of the silver surfaces. No ambiguity exists in Eqn. (6.10).

6.3.3 Metal dissipation

In order to include metal dissipation effect into the propagation equation (6.8), 

we sub-divide each micro-section into a non-absorbing silver-coated waveguide with 

a decreasing radius (Section A) and an absorbing silver-coated waveguide with a
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constant radius (Section B) as shown in Fig. 6.16. Sections A and B have same 

lengths and are arranged alternately. Inter-modal coupling and metal dissipation are 

thus taken into account separately.

Section A
(non absorbing silvei)

Fiber Tin
I

Section B
(absorbing silver)

Fig. 6.16. Schematic of sectional sub-division process.

If we suppose that the effective indices of local modes are approximately 

continuous at each boundary between sections A and B, which is satisfied for a silver- 

coated fiber waveguide in the near-infrared based on our calculations, the section 

boundaries do not introduce significant scattering or reflection. We only need replace 

the propagation constant p  in Eqn. (6.8) with a new value of 0 P\  which is the 

propagation constant of the local mode in the realistic absorbing silver-coated fiber 

and has a non-zero imaginary part. The new coupled-equations, which include both 

inter-modal coupling and metal dissipation, become:

d b j id z = ip ; P)b j +jj cj l b ,

Substituting the spatial distribution of dielectric constant

£(r,z)  = £in +(£m - £ inW r - a ( z ) )  + (£out -  £M )0{r -  b(z))

f ° »  z <0where v(z)  - 1
[l, z > 0

into Eqn. (6.10), we obtain an expression for the coupling coefficient: 

7 T C O £ M
C n(z) =

(6 . 11 )

(6.12a)

(6.12b)

2 i f i j - f i , )

{[e / (r  = a) ■ e., (r = a) + (e02e ilt£M ) ~ 'd . ’ (r = a) )a(z) (6.13)

+ [k." (r = b ) k :J(r = b) + ( £ 2£ out£ My ' d :j' (r = b ) A :l(r = b)](£ml

Cji is inversely proportional to the propagation constant difference, p  and 

this relation explains why only coupling between adjacent forward modes are
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considered in Eqn. (6.8). On the other hand, Cji is proportional to the taper angle, a, 

but the length of the fiber tip is inversely proportional to the taper angle. The total 

coupling effect between two guided modes is therefore nearly independent to the taper 

angle.

At different wavelengths, Fig. 6.17 shows the modal energy evolution of the 

top mode branch in Fig. 6.12 with the fiber radius a. In calculations, we assume only 

inner-SPP mode of the silver-coated fiber is excited at the position of ao = 5 pm.

g  10 - J ' , -0.54 [dB/Mn i A=1.55fjm
1U ' r  e!  = -103 + £
_  B A g
J5 —■ A = 8 0 1

Radius a (pm) Radius a (pm)

Radius a (pm) Radius a (pm)

Fig. 6.17. Mode energies of the top branch in Fig. 6.12 as a function of radius a. Different 

wavelengths and silver thickness are used. The taper angle is a  = 5°. The input field is an 

inner-SPP mode of the silver-coated region.

In Fig. 6.17, the metal dissipation is manifest by the sloping evolution curves. 

As silver thickness decreases, metal dissipation leads to a greater propagation loss, 

since there is a greater fraction of field distributed in the silver layer of a thinner 

silver-coated fiber [A1-Bader 92, Berini 01]. A t the same time, the inter-modal 

coupling results in an undulation in each evolution curve and a steep downward step 

near the anti-crossing. As the silver thickness decreases, the anti-crossing induced
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mode branch gap broadens as shown in Figs. 6.13a and 6.13e, the adjacent two mode 

branches are separated more apart, the mode-coupling coefficient decreases according 

to Eqn. (6.13), and the inter-modal coupling near the anti-crossing becomes weak. 

That is displayed in Fig. 6.17 as a decreasing downward step in the energy evolution 

curves. The silver thickness is therefore an important factor in the optimization design 

process.

Another important parameter shown in Fig. 6.17 is the wavelength. As it 

decreases, the absolute value of the real part of the silver dielectric constant decreases 

with the consequence that the outer-SPP and inner-SPP modes penetrate the silver 

layer more deeply. This widens the anti-crossing induced mode branch gap as shown 

in Figs. 6.13a and 6.13f, separates the mode branches, and decreases the inter-modal 

coupling coefficient. On the other hand, due to the increase of the field overlap with 

the silver layer and the increase of the imaginary part of the silver permittivity, the 

metal dissipation increases.

In Fig. 6.18, we change the input field to be the TMoi mode in the bare fiber 

region, and this input field is projected at the edge of the silver coating (ao = 5 jam). 

The silver thickness is 80 nm, the wavelength is 1.55 jam, and the other parameters are 

the same as those in Fig. 6.17a. The mode energy evolution of the top (SPP) and 

second (TMoi) mode branches (see Fig. 6.12) are calculated taking into account the 

combined effects of mode projection, inter-modal coupling, and metal dissipation.

In the silver-coated region, a strong inter-modal coupling between the inner- 

SPP and TMoi modes occurs, and an intense undulation of the energy evolution 

curves (black and green curves) appears. At the anti-crossing position, this inter- 

modal coupling results in an upward step of the mode energy of the top mode branch. 

This is different with the situation in Fig. 6.17, where the mode energy evolution 

curve of the top mode branch steps downward, since the second (TMoi) mode branch 

is nearly empty due to the input field condition.
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Fig. 6.18. Mode energies of the top branch (black curve) and the second branch (green curve) 

in Fig. 6.12 as a function of the radius a. The wavelength is 1.55 pm, the silver thickness is 80

nm, and the taper angle is 5°.

In Fig. 6.18, the red curve is the sum of the black and green curves. Its slope 

(-0.29 dB per 1 pm decrease in radius), which is proportional to the total metal 

dissipation, is less than that in Fig. 6.17a (-0.54 dB/pm): Because the only difference 

between these two cases is the input field condition, the discrepancy in the dissipation 

induced propagation loss is from the fact that the TMoi mode has less field overlap 

with the silver layer than the inner-SPP mode.

As mentioned in subsection 6.3.1, the real input field is more complicated than 

those adopted in Figs. 6.17 and 6.18 due to the mode coupling in the tapered bare 

fiber region before the silver-coated region. Nevertheless, the mechanisms of mode 

projection, inter-modal coupling, and metal dissipation are still valid. The input 

energy is distributed amongst the set of radially polarized eigen-modes of the silver- 

coated fiber by mode projection. The high-order modes suffer less metal dissipation 

during propagation due to the smaller field overlap with the silver layer. At the mode 

anti-crossings, the inter-modal couplings enhance due to the approaching of the modal 

indices, and the mode energy is transferred between different mode branches. If the 

energy is coupled from the lower mode branches to the upper mode branches, it will 

be delivered to the outer-SPP mode at the apex. If the mode energy is coupled into the 

lower mode branches, it will be removed from the fiber tip by radiation or reflection.
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6.4 Radiation Coupling

W hen the fiber radius decreases below the mode cut-off, only the outer-SPP 

mode remains, so that the coupling amongst guided modes stops. The outer-SPP mode 

can only couple with radiation. This coupling effect is strongly dependent on the taper 

angle and will influence both transverse field confinement and propagation loss. On 

the other hand, this radiation coupling is hard to deal with analytically since radiation 

wave gradually leaves away from the waveguide as it propagates and the interaction 

length between the guided mode and the radiation is indeterminate. Hence, in the 

following sub-sections, we first give a crude treatment based on the criterion for an 

adiabatic propagation [Love 91], and then follow it by a more precise numerical study 

based on the finite integration technique [Weiland 77].

6.4.1 Adiabaticity criterion

For adiabatic propagation to be valid, a length-scale criterion, which is derived 

from simple physical principle, is required [Love 91]. This is that the local taper 

length-scale should be larger than the coupling length-scale of relevant modes.

The local taper length-scale, Lt, is the height of a right circular cone with base 

coincident with the local cross-section and apex angle equal to the local taper angle. 

The local coupling length-scale of two modes, Lb, is taken to be the beat length of 

these two modes. They can be expressed as [Love 91]:

Lt (z) ~ b{z)/oc (6.14a)

Lb (z) = 2 * /R e [#  (z) ~ P 2 (z)] (6 .14b)

where /?i,2 are the propagation constants of the outer-SPP mode and the radiation, 

respectively.

Since the silver-coated fiber tip is surrounded by air, we assume the effective 

modal index of the radiation to be one. The adiabaticity criterion, Lt > Lb, leads to:

a ( z )  < oc0 ( z )  =  b ( z )  • Re[/i, (z) -  l\ /A0 (6.15)

where flfo(z) is the critical taper angle for adiabatic propagation and n } ( z )  is the

effective index of the outer-SPP mode.

Such a simple criterion is not rigorous, but provides a useful guide to the fiber 

tip shape minimizing propagation loss due to power coupling out of the considered 

local mode and simultaneously being short enough for practical application.
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Fig. 6.19. Critical taper angle for adiabatic propagation as a function of outer fiber radius b.

The silver thickness is 40 nm and the wavelength is 1.3 pm.

Fig. 6.19 shows the variation of ab(z) with outer fiber radius b. It is clear that 

the adiabaticity requirement is easily satisfied before the anti-crossing point but 

difficult below. Therefore, radiation coupling mainly occurs in the vicinity region of 

the silver apex, where the outer-SPP mode is excited and the field widely distributes 

outside. This result is also approximately consistent with the behavior of the modal 

coupling coefficient (Eqn. (6.13)), which varies as C ~ b'112 due to the fiber radius 

dependence of the propagation constant, /3 ~ b~l, and the electric fields, |Ez,r\ ~ b'312 

(see Eqn. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6) [Babadjanyan 00].

6.4.2 Numerical simulations

Using the finite integration technique described in chapter 2, numerical 

simulations were carried out on the structure shown in Fig. 6.20a (structure 1). A 

broadband radially polarized light pulse was injected from the right hand side and the 

fields at successive time steps were calculated. Before entering the fiber tip region, the 

input wave propagated through a 4 pm  long uniform cylindrical waveguide, which 

helped to establish the true field profile of the outer-SPP mode. The silver thickness 

was 40 nm and the inner fiber radius a at the wider end was 140 nm. A silver hem i

sphere with radius of 10 nm was placed at the apex to avoid computational singularity. 

The frequency-dependent silver dielectric function in near-infrared (from 0.8 pm  to
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1.55 pm) was approximated by a Drude model, which shows a very good fit with the 

Lorentz-Drude model used in previous sections [Rakic 98]. The simulated fiber tip, 

which was below the anti-crossing, only sustains one guided mode (outer-SPP mode), 

so that, simulation results are dominated by radiation coupling and metal dissipation.

Section

|

D = 40iun

Fig. 6.20. Simulation structure 1 (a) and 2 (b) used in this subsection.

Fig. 6.21 shows the simulated distributions of the electric field amplitude for a 

silver-coated fiber tip. The results demonstrate that the field is strongly enhanced at 

the apex. The longitudinal fringes arise from interference between the forward wave 

and the backward reflection from the apex.

100 nm

1.5eX V7m

100 n m

2vH Win

(a) |Ej

500 nm
i_____i

(b) |Er 

* c
500 nm

5e7 Win

0 il.2e8V/m

Fig. 6.21. Simulated distributions of (a) |EZ| and (b) |Er| for Ao ~ 1.3 pm. The lattices in the 

magnified windows are the simulation meshes. The darker area corresponds to stronger field. 

The taper angle is 3° and the silver thickness is 40 nm.
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The radial distributions of the longitudinal and radial electric field amplitudes 

behind the silver apex (see the plane section in Fig. 6.20a) are shown in Figs. 6.22a 

and 6.22c. As the taper angle increases from 3° to 15°, the enhanced radiation 

coupling causes the transverse field confinement to decrease.
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Fig. 6.22. Radial variation of (a) longitudinal and (c) radial electric field amplitudes over the 

cross section shown in Fig. 6.20a. The section is in air and 40 nm from the silver apex. The 

field amplitudes at r = 200 nm are shown in (b) and (d) as a function of taper angle.

In addition to the transverse field confinement, the radiation coupling also 

influences the propagation loss. In order to quantify this effect, we calculated the time 

variation of the magnetic fields at a series of probe points along the outer silver 

surface (see Fig. 6.20a) as the input pulse propagated along the fiber tip. Reflected 

pulses were removed from the data. After Fourier transformations, the frequency- 

domain amplitudes at X = 1.3 |im  were used to calculate the forward modal energies at 

each cross section at this wavelength. W e assume that all non-radiative energy is 

confined in the local field of the outer-SPP mode, for which the field distribution, 

therefore the mode energy, is known if the magnetic field amplitude at the outer silver
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surface is given. Because the outer-SPP mode has enhanced field amplitude at the 

silver surface, which is the signal, our approach can depress the error induced by the 

mixture of the radiation field in the recorded local field. The solid dots in Fig. 6.23a 

show this modal energy evolution as a function of the outer fiber radius b for a taper 

angle of 3°. The modal energy evolution calculated from Eqn. (6.11) is also shown by 

the solid curve. The latter ignores radiation coupling but takes into account metal 

dissipation. The close agreement of these two results shows the small influence of 

radiation coupling for this taper angle.
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Fig. 6.23. Modal energy evolution as a function of the outer fiber radius, b, for a fiber tip with 

taper angles of (a) 3° and (b) 15°. The solid dots show results obtained from numerical

simulations which include radiation coupling. The solid curves show calculations which 

include metal dissipation but ignore radiation. The silver thickness and the wavelength are 40

nm and 1.3 pm respectively.

For a large taper angle, the length of the fiber tip is reduced, so that the 

reflected pulse overlaps the forward pulse in time and is hard to be removed. In order 

to overcome this difficulty, we used another simulation structure as shown in Fig. 

6.20b (structure 2). Here, an additional 1.5 pm long uniform waveguide is attached to 

the fiber tip to increase the delay of this reflected pulse. Although the discontinuity 

associated with this additional structure also introduces a reflection, by adjusting the 

attachment position to b = 80 nm, this reflection can be adjusted to an acceptable level. 

The solid dots in Fig. 6.23b show the simulated modal energy evolution for a  = 15°. 

The large deviation from the analytical calculation (solid curve) is due to strong 

radiation coupling.
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In Figs. 6.23, the difference between the simulated and calculated curves 

indicates the intensity of the radiation coupling in the region from b -  135 nm to b = 

175 nm. Fig. 6.24 shows the variation of this radiation coupling intensity with the 

taper angle. Structure 1 in Fig. 6.20a is only suitable for calculation at small taper 

angles (solid dots); structure 2 in Fig. 6.20b suits for all taper angles (open dots), but 

will introduce some reflection artefacts at the discontinuity. The reflection artefact 

might explain the dip in the open dot curve. For small taper angles, this artificial 

effect disappears, and the simulated results from structures 1 and 2 are consistent. The 

fit line, which takes into account the results from structure 1 and 2, possibly shows the 

true enhancement of the radiation coupling loss with the taper angle.

Structure 1 
o Structure 2 

Fit Line

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
a(deg)

Fig. 6.24. Radiation coupling induced propagation loss as a function of the taper angle a. The 

solid dots are obtained from structure 1 (Fig. 6.20a), and the open dots from structure 2 (Fig. 

6.20b). The silver thickness and the wavelength are 40 nm and 1.3 pm respectively.

6.5 Discussion and Conclusions

Superfocusing of the SPP mode at a silver apex has applications in scanning 

near-field optical microscopy, where the field confinement of the SPPs is exploited to 

obtain deep sub-wavelength spatial resolution. This chapter has described theoretical 

investigations of the mode conversion process from radially polarised fiber waveguide 

modes to the outer-SPP mode of an apertureless silver-coated optical fiber tip. The 

results show that SPP superfocusing can be efficiently excited from optical fiber 

modes. This internal excitation has many advantages over conventional external
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excitation. For example, a higher signal-to-noise ratio and a simpler experimental 

geometry can be achieved.

The mode conversion from fiber waveguide modes to SPP depends on the 

mode anti-crossing phenomenon. W ithout it, mode cut-off will occur, and mode 

energy will be removed by radiation or reflection. In order to efficiently produce this 

mode conversion, the mechanisms of mode projection, inter-modal coupling, metal 

dissipation, and radiation coupling need to be optimized. Quantitative calculations for 

the first three are carried out analytically, whilst the last is performed numerically.

The structure parameters of the silver-coated fiber tip, such as the taper angle, 

the wavelength, the silver thickness, and the position of the edge of the silver coating, 

enter the different optimisation process in the following ways:

For mode projection, the wavelength, the silver thickness, and the edge of the 

silver coating are relevant. A large wavelength, a thick silver thickness, and close 

proximity of the silver coating edge to the apex allow more energy to be projected 

onto lower-order modes. The mode projection also depends on the input field 

condition. Energy projected onto high-order modes suffers less metal dissipation 

during the subsequent propagation toward the silver apex. However, the energy of the 

high-order modes has to be coupled to the outside SPP mode via the mode anti

crossing.

For inter-modal coupling, the silver thickness and the wavelength are 

important. Decreasing the silver thickness or the wavelength increases the mode 

interaction and results in a widened gap between adjacent mode branches, which 

reduces the waveguide non-uniformity-induced inter-modal coupling. On the other 

hand, although a big taper angle brings a large inter-modal coupling coefficient, this 

effect is partly compensated by the shortening of the fiber tip length with the increase 

in taper angle. The influence of the inter-modal coupling to the mode conversion is 

complicated and depends on the input field condition, the coupling intensity, and the 

fiber tip length.

Regarding metal dissipation, the effects of the wavelength, the silver thickness, 

and the taper angle are important. A short wavelength causes an enhanced field 

penetration into the silver layer and an increase of the imaginary part of the silver 

dielectric constant. A thin silver layer leads to a large field overlap with the silver 

layer. A small taper angle results in an increase in the fiber tip length. All these 

factors will increase metal dissipation and are harmful to the mode conversion.
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For radiation coupling, only the taper angle is of importance. As it increases 

the transverse field confinement at the silver apex and the radiation induced 

propagation loss become worse, so that radiation coupling is harmful to the mode 

conversion.

Table 6.1 summarises these optimisation mechanisms and how these are 

influenced by the structure parameters of a silver-coated fiber tip. The symbols + and 

-  respectively represent the positive and negative relations between them. That is to 

say an increase of one structure parameter causes an increase (+) or decrease (-) of 

one mechanism. The symbol X indicates a negligible effect.

^""^^Parameter Taper Angle Wavelength Silver Edge of Silver

M echam sm ^^ Thickness Coating

Mode Projection X + + -

(to lower order modes)

Inter-modal Coupling X + + X

Metal Dissipation - - - X

Radiation Coupling + X X X

Table 6.1. Relation between the mode conversion mechanisms and the structure parameters

for a silver-coated fiber tip.

Based on our studies, an improved understanding about the internal excitation 

and superfocusing of SPP on an apertureless silver-coated fiber tip is provided. The 

investigation shows how an efficient energy transfer to a region far below diffraction 

limit at a sliver apex can be achieved.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Future Work

7.1. Summary

This thesis describes our explorations in two categories of tapered optical fiber 

devices: longitudinally structured fiber tapers and apertureless silver-coated fiber tips. 

For the former, fabrication and spectral characterisation were carried out; for the latter, 

theoretical investigations were performed.

7.1.1 Longitudinally structured fiber tapers

In order to produce longitudinal structures in fiber tapers, planar processing 

techniques have been applied on the curved surface of a micron-scale fiber taper.

Au Bragg grating fiber tapers

Using interference lithography and metal deposition, an Au Bragg grating was 

created on fiber tapers. This surface grating overlaps with the evanescent field of the 

guided modes and causes strong mode coupling due to the large permittivity contrast 

between gold and environment. The spectral characteristics were measured and 

treated theoretically. The backward couplings to guided- and radiation modes and 

their variations with the refractive index of the external medium were studied. A 

transmission dip occurring at the edge of the radiation coupling continuum displays a 

high sensitivity to the external medium index, and an application to refractometric 

sensing has been presented.

Corrugation Bragg grating fiber tapers

Using interference lithography and reactive ion etching, a surface corrugation 

Bragg grating was produced on the waist of a fiber taper. The grating taper waist and 

the adiabatic taper transition compose a reflection-based optical fiber filter. They 

respectively function as the functional part and the unwanted mode remover of the 

device. By controlling the diameter profile of the fiber taper, we have presented a
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novel way to manipulate the reflection spectrum. This method of using a constant 

grating period and a variable taper diameter is more straightforward and easier than 

writing a variable-period grating.

Long period grating fiber tapers

Using contact optical lithography and HF etching, radially symmetric long 

period grating grooves were written on the surface of fiber tapers. The big fabrication 

feature size of this technique is limited by serious diffraction problems when applying 

contact optical lithography to fiber tapers. As an optical fiber device, the long period 

grating produced with our method has the merit of small polarization dependence and 

can be used as a wide band filter.

FIB milled micro-cavity structured fiber tapers

Using focused-ion-beam milling, a highly resolved and deeply trenched micro

cavity structure was directly produced in fiber tapers. Preliminary research on 

simulation and fabrication appears promising, and the device can be used as a band 

pass filter. The drawback of this fiber taper device is its mechanical fragility, so that 

further fabrication efforts are required to produce a workable device.

7.1.2 Apertureless silver-coated fiber tips

In an apertureless silver-coated fiber tip, radially polarised fiber waveguide 

modes can be converted to the outer-SPP mode. Superfocusing of the SPP mode at the 

silver apex has applications in scanning near-field optical microscopy, and the internal 

excitation of the SPP mode surpasses conventional external excitation with a higher 

signal-to-noise ratio and a simpler experimental configuration. Our theoretical 

investigations for this mode conversion indicate that this process depends on the mode 

anti-crossing and is affected by the mechanisms of mode projection, inter-modal 

coupling, metal dissipation, and radiation coupling. In order to make this mode 

conversion efficient, the structure parameters, such as the taper angle, the wavelength, 

the silver thickness, and the position of the edge of the silver coating, need to be 

optimised. Based on our quantitative calculations and simulations, a comprehensive 

understanding about this mode conversion process has been obtained.

7.2. Future work directions

The research presented in this thesis can be extended in many directions.
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The implementations of longitudinally structured fiber tapers in various 

applications are straightforward. For example, the long period grating fiber tapers can 

be used as a wideband filter in gain equalization of fiber amplifiers [Feced 99].

The application of surface corrugation Bragg grating fiber tapers in evanescent 

coupling [Barclay 04] is also promising. The grating can be exploited to compensate 

the propagation constant mismatch between the modes in a fiber taper and in a ridge 

waveguide.

The further exploration of the Au Bragg grating fiber tapers will focus on the 

permittivity property of the grating material. In some cases, a narrow band pass filter 

spectrum, not a band rejection spectrum, can be fulfilled.

The future work directions of apertureless silver-coated fiber tips include more 

detailed optimisation calculations with regards to the structure parameters, the 

fabrication of silver-coated fiber tips and the setting-up of a measurement 

configuration.
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Appendix

A1 Deduction of equation (6.10)

Here, we present the derivation of equation (6.10), which is deduced from the 

ambiguous equation (6.9).

Firstly, we introduce the positive-limiting differential definition as follows:

d (+)f (z) f ( z  + A z ) - f ( z )  /A11A— —̂  = lim---t  (A11)
OZ Az—>0+ A z

where the function/(z) could be discontinuous, but, has to be finite.

Using this positive-limiting differential definition, we obtain,

3 (+)[/i2(z)e(z)] 2/ . d (+)e(z) d i+)n 2( z )~f .
= n (z )—  ------+ -----   e(z+)

3 ( }[/?(z)az xe(z)] = ^  x a ^ e ( z )  + 3 ( x £(z+)] (A1.2a)
dz z dz dz

x i , u w  =  x ^ h u ) + x k z + ) ]

where,

dz z dz dz

e(z+) = l im ® ( z + Az) ’ h(z+ ) = l i m h ( z  + Az) (A 1.2b)
Az—>0+ Az—>0+

Applying Maxwell equations to the / h and /th local modes o f a cylindrical 

waveguide,

iaf i0h j (z) = V, x e y (z) + i f i j (z)a z x e  .(z) (A1.3a)

-  i(O£0n 2(r)e . (z) = V, x h y (z) + (z )az x h  .(z) (A1.3b)

iOJjU0h l (z) = V, x e ,(z )  + (z )a 2 x e ,(z )  (A1.3c)

- /t f je 0« 2(r)e ,(z ) = V f x h ; (z) + ^ , ( z ) a z x h ,(z )  (A1.3d)

where the subscripts t and z represent the transverse and longitudinal components. 

The dielectric constant, n2(r), is a real function due to our assumption of a non

absorbing waveguide.

Then, making operations of
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(/U.3a)* + .fi . + d ^ A 1 3 ^ ) .
dz dz dz dz

the following equation is obtained:

aje0n2(r)'-e * ■e/(z+) = - iV t • (e * x h / '+e/ ’x h / )
'  '  7 (A 1.4)

+ fi 'az-[e!( z + ) x h ; ( z + ) - h l xej*] + ( f i - j $ j ) az -[eJ*xhl'-tiJ*xe!']

where the asterisk represent the complex conjugation, and the positive-limiting 

differential definition (A 1.1) and the continuous boundary conditions of magnetic
/\ /V

field, h(z+) = h (z) , are used.

Integrating (A1.4) in the infinite cross section area and applying the two- 

dimensional form of the divergence theorem, we obtain

= j  ej" ■ei(z+)— ——dA
4 ( / ? . - / ? , ) - L '  ,K dz

Here, the ambiguity in the coupling coefficient C / +) has disappeared.

Using the similar way, a coupling coefficient C/'^ can also be derived based

on a negative-limiting differential definition analogous to Eqn. (A 1.1). The result is,

i \ 1 r  ~ * d  ̂ }e, * d ĥ,

2 (A 1.6)
= ^ L _ f  s  

4 t f j - p , ) * -  ‘ dz

W hen applied to a silver-coated fiber tip, the results of (A1.5) and (A1.6) are 

identical. The coupling coefficient Eqn. (6.9) can be alternatively expressed as:

xfH; xl L] ' a ^ = C * M ( Z ) = c " i z )
* * - (A 1.7)

-  ^ 0  f  re * . e  I
4 " z' dz

where the subscripts z and r represent the longitudinal and radial components of the 

fields, d is the electric displacement, and d'^-d^ is the product of the permittivities on 

both sides of the silver-dielectric interfaces. The second integral in (A 1.7) has no 

ambiguous term like Eqn. (6.9).

(A1.7) is the form of Eqn. (6.10). In deduction, the only important assumption 

we use is that the waveguide is non-absorbing.
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A2 Multi-wavelength transmission photonic crystal microcavity 

filters in SOI ridge waveguides

This work was executed in collaboration with Mr. Xiaohua Shi and Dr. 

Duncan Allsopp of the Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering of 

University of Bath. Our contributions focused on the theoretical modelling and parts 

of the measurement.

A2.1 Introduction

During the last two decades, photonic crystal (PhC) structures have received 

considerable attentions in the optics community [Yablonovitch 87, Joannopoulos 95, 

Russell 03a]. The periodic variations of the dielectric constant of a PhC give rise to 

novel optical properties that depend on the period, the dielectric contrast and the 

geometry of each period [Russell 03b]. The resulting periodic lattices can be regarded 

as a kind of special optical material, in which the dispersion characteristics of the 

eigen Bloch waves can be revealed by wave-vector diagrams [Russell 96].

Resonant microcavities have been widely used as a vehicle for demonstrating 

some of the key properties of PhCs [Peyrade 02]. The resonant wavelengths of a 

microcavity are those obeying the standing wave condition, set by the width of the 

central layer sandwiched between the PhC reflectors, leaving little or no scope for 

engineering the positions of the transmission peaks, i.e. not only the spacing but also 

the offset. Recently, Hyun-Yong Lee et al demonstrated a novel multi-resonance 

microcavity [Lee 05]. The structure comprised multiple layers of Si-SiC>2 with the 

homogeneous in-cavity material replaced by a Si-Si02 one-dimensional ( ID)  PhC of 

different period to that o f the reflectors. The transmission and reflection can be 

calculated using the transfer matrix method (TMM).

However, waveguide structures are needed for many applications in photonics. 

The TMM is not rigorously applicable in slab waveguide structures, and an alternative 

approach is required. In this section, we present an investigation of multi-wavelength 

transmission in ID  PhC microcavities formed in ridge waveguides. First, an intuitive 

analytical model of multi-wavelength transmission in a ID  PhC microcavity structure 

is developed. This is based on a wave-vector diagram and provides a simple method
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for rapid design optimisation. Then, this model is applied to both multi-layer stack 

structures as well as ID PhC slab waveguides. The results are compared with those of 

the TMM approach in the multi-layer stack structure and of a rigorous method in the 

photonic crystal slab structure [Gerace 04]. Finally, this model is applied to the 

realisation of a multi-wavelength transmission microcavity formed in a SOI ridge 

waveguide. The measured spectral response of this novel filter is compared with the 

wavelengths predicted by the analytic model, to demonstrate its validity.

A2.2 Theory

Fig. A2.1 shows the different types of ID PhC microcavity considered in the 

literature (see for example, [Lee 05, Gerace 04]). Fig. A2.1a schematically shows a 

multiple layer ID PhC microcavity in which the periodicity varies. The two reflectors 

at both ends and the central part of the cavity consist of pairs of layers of high 

refractive index contrast, with period Aa in the reflectors and Ab in the central section 

(Aa ^  Ab). In our work, the layer pairs were taken to be silicon (dielectric constant £*si 

= 12) and air (£air = 1) [McCaulley 94],

Reflector Reflector

( a )  RefUxtw  vrt>': Hrflector | | j |  Reflector Cfo1*? R eflector

Fig. A2.1. Schematic of ID PhC micro-cavity structures, (a) Multi-layer Stacks, (b) Photonic 

Crystal Slabs, (c) Planar Ridge Waveguide on SOI Wafers.

Ssi<)2

Figs. A2.1b and c show the equivalent structure formed in a planar slab 

waveguide and a ridge waveguide. Since a ridge waveguide forms a convenient means 

of coupling light in and out of the device, the structure shown in Fig. A2.1c is the 

most important regarding to applications. However, the field confinement in the jc- 

direction associated with the ridge waveguide width introduces a complication to the 

analysis. For example, in the structure described in the next subsection, the air/Si
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waveguide ridge is wide enough to support several modes. For the simplification of 

the treatment, we just consider the fundamental mode in the ^-direction, so that the 

field confinement is insignificant compared with the confinement in the out-of-plane 

^-direction associated with the slab thickness. In the theory that follows, the PhC 

structure is treated like that in Fig. A2.1b, where the lateral feature is assumed to be 

infinite \x\ —► oo.

One other difference between the structures shown in Figs. A2.1b and A2.1c is 

that the air gaps in the latter do not extend through the entire thickness of the Si layer. 

Incomplete etching of the Si layer helps to control the radiation loss that enhances for 

a large air fraction in air/Si PhCs [Gerace 04]. On the other hand, the remaining Si at 

the bottom of the air gaps should be thin enough to ensure little effect on the design of 

a practical multi-wavelength filter.

The resonant wavelengths are the key factor in designing a multi-wavelength 

microcavity filter of the type shown in Fig. A 2.1. For all three structures the resonant 

condition is given by:

2m  = 2(L + Lp )ks + x  = 4x(L + Lp )ns/ As + x  s = 1,2,3. . .  (A2.1)

In Eqn. (A2.1), ks, As and ns are respectively the propagation constant, the free 

space wavelength and the effective modal index o f the 5th resonant mode, L is the 

cavity length, Lp is the penetration depth of the resonant mode into the two reflectors. 

With a PhC replacing the usual homogeneous material in the central section of the 

cavity, a resonant mode comprises two counter-propagating Bloch waves. One 

originates from reflections at the interfaces as light passes from high index Si layers to 

low index air layers (leftward propagating Bloch modes in Fig. A2.1a). The other 

originates from reflections at the interfaces as light passes from low index air layers to 

high index Si layers (rightward propagating Bloch modes in Fig. A2.1a). The factor k  

added to the right-hand side of Eqn. (A2.1) accounts for the phase change associated 

with the different types of reflection.

The use of Bloch wave vector diagrams [Russell 96] reveals the advantage of 

using a PhC in the central section of the cavity. Fig. A2.2 shows the Bloch wave- 

vector diagrams for the two ID periodic stacks Aa (dotted lines) and A r (solid lines) 

and A r = 2Aa . Both sets of bi-layers satisfy the equal optical length condition, rihk = 

«///, where rih,i and 4,/ are respectively the refractive index and thickness of the high 

(low) index layers. The Bloch wave-vector diagrams are calculated using the plane-
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wave expansion method [Joannopoulos 95]. Fig. A2.2 also shows by vertical dashed 

lines the Bloch wave vectors (denoted ks4, and ks6) of the 4th, 5th, and 6th order 

resonant modes calculated from Eqn. (A2.1) neglecting the penetration depth (i.e. 

with Lp -  0).

0.400.6
1D PC with Aa 
1D PC with Ag0.5

0.350.4

C; 0 3  ^ 0.3

0.2 0.30

B50.1

0.250.0
0.40 0.44 0.48 0.52 0.56 0.600.0 0.5 1.0

Fig. A2.2. Wave-vector diagrams of 1-D PhC stacks with periods of Aa (dot curves) and AB 

(solid curves). AB = 2AA, £& =12,  £air = 1, nhlh = n ^ , the Bloch wave vectors ( kB4, kB5, and

kB6) are from Eqn. (A2.1), and the transmission frequencies f a  fa  and/6) are from TMM 

calculations. The cavity length is two periods of stack B. (b) is a magnified view of (a).

In the case of a ID  PhC microcavity of the type shown in Fig. A2.1a, the 

transmission frequencies can be calculated using transfer matrix method (TMM). The 

corresponding values are shown as horizontal dashed lines in Fig. A2.2 and are 

labelled fa  fa  and fa  If the two methods for calculating the resonant condition are 

entirely equivalent, the vertical and horizontal dashed lines will intersect on the 

appropriate branches of the wave vector diagrams. In the event, a frequency mismatch 

of less than 3 percent is obtained, which can be ascribed to the neglect of the 

penetration depth in Eqn. (A2.1). This demonstrates that Eqn. (A2.1) and the TMM 

can be used interchangeably to calculate the resonant wavelengths of a complex 

multiple layer ID  PhC microcavity.

W hilst the TMM provides the accurate calculation of the transmission and 

reflection of multiple layer ID  PhC microcavity, the wave vector diagram approach 

enables rapid optimisation of the PhC central section of the microcavities of the types 

shown in Fig. A2.1. The wave-vector diagrams of the stack Ab can be tuned by 

varying the period, the air fraction and the refractive index contrast of the periodic
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structure until its pass band lies within the first band gap of the ID PhCs of period Aa 

used to form the reflectors. Since the transmission wavelengths are adjustable with 

several degrees of freedom, Eqn. (A2.1) provides a straightforward tool for designing 

a multi-wavelength transmission filter. Another merit of the wave-vector diagram 

model is its scope for application to more complicated ID PhC slab waveguide 

structures. However, in order to use this model, it is necessary first to plot the wave- 

vector diagrams of the ID PhC slab lattices.

Fig. A2.3. Schematic of a plane wave guided in a slab waveguide and its component wave

vectors.

In contrast with ID multi-layer stacks, the confined nature of the guided 

waves must be taken into account in slab structures where ID PhCs are etched. Fig. 

A2.3 illustrates the wave vector model for a propagating mode in a slab waveguide of 

dielectric constant equal to the spatial average, £av. The wave vector diagram gives the 

following dispersion relationship for such a mode:

ck : ^ h ^ k j  + k~2 j c2h 2(k. )
/ ( * . ) =  ■ J—  - „  r  ;• + f  .)  (A2.2)

'  le i 2aj e l  V ( 2 * ) 2£„„

where, c is the speed of light in free space, k is the wave vector of the corresponding 

plane wave (see Fig. A2.3), kz is the in-plane wave vector amplitude (propagation 

constant), the frequency, f(k z), and the vertical wave vector component, h(kz), inside 

the slab are functions of kz. The definition of/o(&z) will be explained later.

It is proposed here that Eqn. (A2.2) is used in a phenomenological way to 

account for the vertical confinement of the propagating modes in slab waveguide and 

the action of the ID PhC lattice to the Bloch waves in the in-plate direction. If the 

vertical dielectric contrast is large, the out-of-plane wave vector components, h(kz), of 

the Bloch modes inside the ID PhC will resemble the vertical field distribution of the
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guided modes inside the equivalent slab waveguide of dielectric constant equal to £aV 

[Gerace 04]. In this way, the relationship between h(kz) and kz can be well 

approximated by solving the corresponding slab waveguide. On the other hand, the in

plane components of the wave vectors of the guided waves, kz, interact with the 

periodic lattice, and give rise to band splitting when kz approaches the edge of the 

Brillouin zone according to the Bloch-Floquet theorem. This band splitting is 

expressed in the form offo(kz), and the effect of the periodic lattice on kz is calculated 

by using the Plane-W ave Expansion method in an infinite ID  periodic multilayer.

The rationalisation of Eqn. (A2.2) is that it accounts for the dominant physics, 

albeit in a phenomenological way. The h(kz) term provides information about the blue 

shift in the dispersion relationship arising from the strong vertical field confinement to 

the equivalent slab waveguide [Gerace 04]. The fo(kz) term stands for the band 

splitting arising from the strong periodic variation in the dielectric constant.

0.8 0.8

0.7 0.7

0.6 0.6

0.5 0.5

0.2 0.2

0.1 0.1
- - ref. [Gerace 04]
—  our model

- - ref. [Gerace 04]
—  our model

0.2 0.3 0.4 0

k*AJ2n
0.0 0.0

.5

Fig. A2.4. Calculated wave-vector curves of PhC silicon slabs using the approximate method 

of Eqn. (A2.2) (solid lines) and the rigorous method in ref. [Gerace 04] (dashed lines). Only 

TE modes are calculated. The overlap layers are air. The substrate layers in (a) and (b) are air 

and silica respectively. The thickness of the slab is 0.4 times the period, the air fraction is 0.3,

with — 12, £ajr — 1, £siiica — 2.1.

Fig. A2.4 compares this approximate wave vector curves obtained from Eqn. 

(A2.2) (solid lines) with the more rigorous results taken from ref. [Gerace 04] (dashed
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lines). Only TE modes are calculated. There is excellent agreement between these two 

results, especially for the first few bands.

This approximate Bloch wave-vector diagram constitutes the basis for 

explaining the close match between the measurement and calculation described in the 

next subsection.

A2.3 Design and measurements

The validity of the wave vector diagram approach was tested by applying it to 

the design of a ID  PhC microcavity waveguide device with three resonant 

wavelengths within its stop-band. The device structure, schematically shown in Fig. 

A2.1c, comprised ID  PhC reflectors of period Aa surrounding another ID  PhC of 

period Ab (Ab > Aa ). The period and air fraction of the inner ID  PhC were then 

optimised so the transmission peaks coincided with the design wavelengths. The 

specification for the microcavity was that it should transmit simultaneously light in 

the telecommunications bands at 1310 nm and 1550 nm wavelength.

A silicon-on-insulator wafer with the top silicon layer of 350 nm thick was 

used. A 2.4 pm  wide ridge waveguide was defined by conventional photolithography 

and subsequent ICP powered reactive ion etching with a mixed gas of 

trifluoromethane (CHF3) and sulphur hexafluoride (SF6). The ridge height was 

estimated to be -300  nm, i.e. almost the full thickness of the Si layer.

Then, a 200 nm thick PMMA layer was applied on the wafer by spin coating, 

and the microcavity pattern was written into it by electron-beam-lithography (EBL) 

and transferred into the ridge waveguide by further reactive ion etching. In order to 

maintain the accuracy of the structure dimensions, the PMMA layer was directly used 

as the etch mask and no ICP power was used during the RIE process. The depth of the 

resulting air gaps was -200  nm, limited by the -1:1 etch rates of Si and PMMA.

A scanning electron microphotograph of the fabricated structure is shown in 

Fig. A2.5. From left to right, the structure consists of a two-cycle PhC reflector of 

measured period Aa = 493 nm (design value of Aa = 500 nm), a microcavity 

comprising a two-cycle PhC of measured period Ab = 985 nm (design value of Ab = 

1000 nm), and a second reflector formed by two and half-cycles of a PhC of period 

Aa . The measured air fractions of periods A and B are 0.67 and 0.74, respectively, 

against design values of 0.72 and 0.73. The discrepancy between the designed and
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measured feature sizes is primarily limited by the resolution of the electron beam 

lithography process.

2 um

Fig. A2.5. Scanning electron micrograph of a fabricated multi-channel-transmission planar 

ridge waveguide filter based on a SOI wafer.

The sample was then thinned by mechanical polishing to -150 pm from the 

backside and cleaved to produce optical quality facets. Light of a super-continuum 

source from a piece of endless single mode photonic crystal fibre [Wadsworth 04] was 

coupled into the ridge waveguide through a micro-lensed fiber. The transmitted 

spectrum was measured using an optical spectral analyser and was shown in Fig. 

A2.6a. Three transmission peaks occur at wavelengths of 1168 nm, 1321 nm and 1562 

nm. The positions of the latter two agree well with the 1310 nm and 1550 nm design 

specification to better than 1 %.

Accurate measurements of the quality factor, Q, and transmittance of the 

resonance, T, at 1562 nm wavelength were performed using a tuneable diode (C-band) 

laser with a wavelength step resolution of 0.01 nm. The results are Q ~ 230 and T ~ 

0 . 1 1 , indicating reasonable control of the loss in the fabrication.
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Fig. A2.6. (a) Transmission spectrum of the fabricated multi-channel-transmission planar 

ridge waveguide filter, (b) Comparison of the measured and calculated resonant wavelengths 

in the wave-vector diagram. The 4th, 5th, and 6thresonant modes are labelled. The wave-vector 

kB comes from Eqn. (A2.2) w ith/ = Aa/A, Aa = 510 nm, AB = 1012 nm, = 0.75.

Fig. A2.6b shows the calculated wave-vector curves of the PhC slab inside the 

cavity using the simplified equation (A2.2). Values of the resonant wave-vectors, kB, 

found from Eqn. (A2.1) with Lp = 0, and the measured transmission frequencies, /  = 

A \ l \ ,  taken from Fig. A2.6a, are also shown in the wave vector diagram. The three 

transmission wavelengths correspond to the 4Ih, 5th, and 6 th resonant modes of the 

cavity. Good agreement between the measured and calculated results is achieved with 

errors less than 3.5%.

A2.4. Conclusion
Table A2.1 summarises the results of the work described above. Firstly, in

multiple layer stacks, the normalised resonant wavelengths, Aa/A, obtained from the 

wave-vector diagram approach and the Eqn. (A2.1) are compared with the results 

from the rigorous TMM calculations. The discrepancies between these two are shown 

in brackets. Secondly, in ID PhC ridge waveguides, the normalised resonant 

wavelengths obtained from our approach are compared with those obtained from 

experimental measurements (Fig. A2.6a). Again, the difference is shown in brackets. 

Excellent agreement is obtained in both cases, demonstrating the validity of applying 

the simple wave vector diagram approach to the design of multi-wavelength 

transmission ID PhC microcavity filters with high index contrast.
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x\ s Aa/2 Multi-layer Stacks (Fig. A2.2) Planar Slab Waveguide (Fig. A2.6)

ResonamMo^e TMM New model (Err.) Measurement New model (Err.)

4th 0.296 0.287 (-3.0%) 0.315 0.308 (-2.2%)

5th 0.348 0.354(1.7% ) 0.373 0.385 (3.2%)

6th 0.396 0.410(3.5% ) 0.422 0.433 (2.6%)

Table A2.1. Comparison of the normalised resonant wavelengths.

A simplified analytical model based on wave-vector diagrams of a ID  PhC 

lattice has been introduced to design multi-wavelength transmission microcavity 

structured filters in multi-layer stack and ridge waveguide schemes. Its validity in 

analysing the behaviour of both types of structure is verified by comparison with the 

rigorous calculation and with the experimental measurement. In a microcavity 

structured ridge waveguide in a SOI wafer, multi-wavelength transmission has been 

observed at wavelengths that fit well with the calculated values. Such multi

transmission filters can find many applications in a wide range.
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Fig. 4.2. Flow chart of the fabrication process of the Au grating fiber taper, (p. 32)
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Fig. 4.4. Schematic of the resist and NiCr layers after wet etching, (p. 33)

Fig. 4.5. Schematic of sample after Au deposition, (p. 34)
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Fig. 4.6. Scanning electron micrographs of sample a, b, and c. The Au thicknesses 

were 10, 20, and 50 nm respectively. A 3 nm NiCr was laid beneath the Au layer, (p.

34)

Fig. 4.7. Sketches of the surface grating taper in (a) real and (b) reciprocal spaces, (p.

35)
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Fig. 4.14. Magnified views of the reflected spectra in Fig. 4.13 but with a resolution 
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resolution of 1 nm. (p. 45)
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(p. 46)

Fig. 4.20. Measured resonant wavelengths of sample c (squares) as a function of the 
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were the calculated results. (p. 46)

Fig. 4.21. Setup used to study polarization dependence, (p. 48)
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Fig. 4.22. Transmitted (A)(B) and reflected (C)(D) spectra measured at two different 

polarization states (black and red curves). (B) and (D) were the magnified views of (A) 

and (C) respectively. The measurement resolution was 1 nm. (p. 49)

Fig. 4.23. Schematic diagram of a surface grating fiber taper, (p. 51)
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Fig. 4.26. Flow chart of the fabrication process, (p. 54)

Fig. 4.27. Scanning electron micrograph of a surface corrugation grating taper, (p. 54) 
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and taper diameter D. The calculated curves are based on Eqn. (5.1). The measured 

values are shown by solid circles, (p. 63)
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Fig. 6.4. A silver cone (adapted from ref. [Babadjanyan 00]). (p. 74)
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Fig. 6.7. SPP excitation in a direct illumination scheme, (p. 76)

Fig. 6.8. SPP excitation in a prism total-intemal-reflection scheme, (p. 76)

Fig. 6.9. Schematic of the mode evolution along an apertureless silver-coated fiber tip. 

(p. 77)

Fig. 6.10. Schematic of (a) silver-coated silica fiber, (b) silica waveguide buried in 

silver, and (c) silver waveguide in air. (p. 78)

Fig. 6.11 Effective modal indices of the radially polarized modes in a silica 

waveguide surrounded by silver (upper curves) and a silver waveguide immersed in 

air (lower curve). The radii of these two waveguides are respectively a and b = a + t. 

(p. 79)

Fig. 6.12. Effective modal indices of a silver-coated fiber waveguide as a function of 

a. The silver thickness is 40 nm; all other parameters are same with those in Fig. 6.11.

(p. 80)

Fig. 6.13. Modal index curves as a function of the radius a. The detailed parameters 

for each picture are described in the text. (p. 81)

Fig. 6.14. Sketch of an apertureless finite-thickness silver-coated fiber tip. (p. 83)

Fig. 6.15. Mode projection efficiencies from the input TMoi mode of the bare fiber to 

the inner-SPP (solid symbols) and TMoi (open symbols) modes of the silver-coated 

fiber. The wavelength is (a) 1.55 pm  or (b) 1.3 pm. The edge of the silver coating is at 

the position of ao = 5 pm  (circle symbols) or ao = 3 pm  (triangle symbols), (p. 84)

Fig. 6.16. Schematic of sectional sub-division process, (p. 86)

Fig. 6.17. Mode energies of the top branch in Fig. 6.12 as a function of radius a. 

D ifferent wavelengths and silver thickness are used. The taper angle is a  = 5°. The 

input field is an inner-SPP mode of the silver-coated region, (p. 87)

Fig. 6.18. M ode energies of the top branch (black curve) and the second branch (green 

curve) in Fig. 6.12 as a function of the radius a. The wavelength is 1.55 pm , the silver 

thickness is 80 nm, and the taper angle is 5°. (p. 89)

Fig. 6.19. Critical taper angle for adiabatic propagation as a function of outer fiber 

radius b. The silver thickness is 40 nm and the wavelength is 1.3 pm. (p. 91)
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Fig. 6.20. Simulation structure 1 (a) and 2 (b) used in this subsection, (p. 92)

Fig. 6.21. Simulated distributions of (a) |EZ| and (b) |Er| for ~ 1.3 pm. The lattices 

in the magnified windows are the simulation meshes. The darker area corresponds to 

stronger field. The taper angle is 3° and the silver thickness is 40 nm. (p. 92)

Fig. 6.22. Radial variation of (a) longitudinal and (c) radial electric field amplitudes 

over the cross section shown in Fig. 6.20a. The section is in air and 40 nm from the 

silver apex. The field amplitudes at r = 200 nm are shown in (b) and (d) as a function 

of taper angle, (p. 93)

Fig. 6.23. Modal energy evolution as a function of the outer fiber radius, b , for a fiber 

tip with taper angles of (a) 3° and (b) 15°. The solid dots show results obtained from

numerical simulations which include radiation coupling. The solid curves show 

calculations which include metal dissipation but ignore radiation. The silver thickness 

and the wavelength are 40 nm and 1.3 pm  respectively, (p. 94)

Fig. 6.24. Radiation coupling induced propagation loss as a function of the taper angle 

a. The solid dots are obtained from structure 1 (Fig. 6.20a), and the open dots from 

structure 2 (Fig. 6.20b). The silver thickness and the wavelength are 40 nm and 1.3 

pm respectively, (p. 95)

Appendix

Table A2.1. Comparison of the normalised resonant wavelengths, (p. 112)

Fig. A2.1. Schematic of ID  PhC micro-cavity structures, (a) M ulti-layer Stacks, (b) 

Photonic Crystal Slabs, (c) Planar Ridge W aveguide on SOI Wafers, (p. 104)

Fig. A2.2. W ave-vector diagrams of 1-D PhC stacks with periods of A a (dot curves) 

and A b (solid curves). A b = 2 A a , £si = 1 2 ,  €air = 1, nhlh = n tln the Bloch wave vectors

( kB4, kB5, and kB6) are from Eqn. (A2.1), and the transmission frequencies and

fe) are from TMM calculations. The cavity length is two periods of stack B. (b) is a 

magnified view of (a), (p. 106)
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Fig. A2.3. Schematic of a plane wave guided in a slab waveguide and its component 

wave vectors. (p. 107)

Fig. A2.4. Calculated wave-vector curves of PhC silicon slabs using the approximate 

method of Eqn. (A2.2) (solid lines) and the rigorous method in ref. [Gerace 04] 

(dashed lines). Only TE modes are calculated. The overlap layers are air. The 

substrate layers in (a) and (b) are air and silica respectively. The thickness of the slab 

is 0.4 times the period, the air fraction is 0.3, with €s\ = 12, £kir = 1, ŝilica = 2.1. (p. 108) 

Fig. A2.5. Scanning electron micrograph of a fabricated multi-channel-transmission 

planar ridge waveguide filter based on a SOI wafer, (p. 110)

Fig. A2.6. (a) Transmission spectrum of the fabricated multi-channel-transmission 

planar ridge waveguide filter, (b) Comparison of the measured and calculated 

resonant wavelengths in the wave-vector diagram. The 4th, 5th, and 6lhresonant modes 

are labelled. The wave-vector kB comes from Eqn. (A2.2) with /  = Aa/K  Aa = 510 

nm, AB = 1012 nm, Tfe = 0.75. (p. I l l )
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